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THE KALIÑA INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY OF MAHO AND 
THE ASSOCIATION OF INDIGENOUS VILLAGE LEADERS IN SURINAME  

AGAINST 
THE REPUBLIC OF SURINAME 

 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. This petition is respectfully submitted to the Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights (“the Commission”) by members of the Kaliña indigenous community of Maho in the 
District of Saramacca and by the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname 
(“VIDS”) (“the petitioners”).  It is submitted on behalf of the Kaliña indigenous community of 
Maho and the members thereof (“the indigenous community of Maho” “Maho,” “the Maho 
community,” or “the victims”) against the Republic of Suriname (“Suriname” or “the State”).  
The petitioners from Maho have a dual capacity in this petition: they are victims in their own 
right and stand on behalf of the entire indigenous community of Maho and the members 
thereof.  
 
2. The Maho community and its members have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied 
and used their lands and territory for thousands of years.  Their ownership rights arise from 
this traditional occupation and use and are grounded in, but not limited by, their customary 
laws and tenure. These laws vest collective ownership in the community, while its members 
hold subsidiary rights of occupation and use.  Contemporary occupation and use in accordance 
with customary tenure and practice is extensive and provides the basis for the vast majority of 
the victims‟ subsistence and other material and non-material needs and values.    
 
3. The Maho community‟s property rights are neither recognized nor respected in the 
laws of Suriname.  Suriname‟s laws vest ownership of all untitled lands and all natural 
resources in the State; fail to provide adequate and effective judicial or other remedies that 
may be used to seek protection for the victims‟ property rights; and do not recognize their 
juridical personality for the purposes of holding title or for exercising and seeking protection 
for their communal property rights.  This, together with the acts of third parties, tolerated, 
authorized and supported by the State, has had a devastating impact on the community and 
most of its members have been forced to leave.  Those who have remained suffer daily assaults 
on their moral and mental integrity and have been denied their right to life with dignity.     
 
4. The victims‟ cultural and physical integrity are gravely threatened, they are 
defenseless, and their rights are violated with impunity.  The victims‟ have complained 
continuously about violations of their rights for at least seventeen years, all to no avail.  Their 
situation became so extreme due to State-authorised activities that the victims‟ held a hunger 
strike in front of the Office of the President in late 2007 to emphasize their protests.  Despite 
widespread media coverage of the hunger strike and related situation, the State continues to 
be indifferent to victims‟ plight and it persists with acts and omissions that violate their rights 
and which have caused, and continue to cause, irreparable harm to the Maho community.  
This harm is severe and ongoing, and warrants the granting of precautionary measures in the 
victims‟ favour (see paras. 8 and 203-10 below). 
 
5.  The petitioners allege and prove herein that Suriname has violated to the extreme 
detriment of the victims, and continues to violate on an ongoing basis, the following rights 
guaranteed by the American Convention on Human Rights (“the Convention” or “the 
American Convention”), all in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the same: 
 

 The right to juridical personality (Article 3) 

 The right to life (Article 4(1)) 

 The right to humane treatment (Article 5(1)) 

 The right to freedom of information (Article 13) 
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 The right to property (Article 21) 

 The right to judicial protection (Article 25) 
 
6. By virtue of its acts and omissions, Suriname is internationally responsible and liable 
for these violations of the victims‟ rights.  All of these violations are fundamentally based on 
and interdependent with Suriname‟s ongoing failure to legally recognize and secure the 
property rights of the Maho indigenous community; its disregard for those rights in 
connection with the issuance of individual titles and permits for mining and agricultural 
operations to non-indigenous persons in Maho‟s traditionally owned lands, all done without 
the victims‟ participation and consent; its authorization or tolerance of logging in the 
community‟s lands; the State‟s failure to protect the victims from extreme violations of their 
rights, dignity and integrity, all caused by its grants of rights or title to third parties; its failure 
to recognize the victims‟ juridical personality for the purposes of holding and exercising their 
property and other rights; and its failure to provide adequate and effective judicial remedies so 
that the victims can seek and obtain protection for their rights. 
 
7. As discussed further below, the victims‟ attempts to resolve the violations alleged 
herein at the domestic level have proved futile due to the absence of effective domestic 
remedies and the State‟s ongoing and flagrant disregard for their rights.  As proven herein, the 
victims‟ efforts span decades and have been ignored or, on the rare occasion that a response 
has been forthcoming, rebuffed or frustrated by the State.  This includes intensive efforts to 
seek a just resolution of this matter between 2006 and June 2009, during which time the 
victims‟ situation was made substantially worse due to Suriname‟s acts and omissions.   
 
8. Consequently, the petitioners respectfully request the Commission‟s assistance to 
reverse the acts and omissions of Suriname that violate the individual and collective rights of 
the Maho indigenous community, and to ensure that its rights are recognized, secured and 
respected in the future.  The petitioners also seek a grant of precautionary measures in favour 
of the Maho community (see paras. 203-10 below, substantiating this request).  Should 
Suriname fail to demonstrably comply with any precautionary measures that the Commission 
may choose to grant, the petitioners further request that the Commission seeks a provisional 
measures order from the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (“the Court” or the “Inter-
American Court”). 
 
II. JURISDICTION 
 
9. Suriname acceded to the American Convention on 12 November 1987 and is, therefore, 
bound by the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, the American 
Convention, and by customary international law, as evidenced by, inter alia, documents, 
declarations and resolutions of the Organization of American States and the United Nations. 
 
10. The Commission has jurisdiction to receive and act on this petition by virtue of and in 
accordance with Articles 44-51 of the American Convention and Article 19 of its Statute. 
 
11. The violations of the rights guaranteed by the American Convention alleged in this 
petition all occurred within Suriname‟s territory.  These alleged violations were all initiated 
subsequent to Suriname‟s accession to the American Convention or, where initiated prior to 
the Convention‟s entry into force, exhibit ongoing and continuous effects and consequences 
attributable to Suriname and which violate the Convention‟s guarantees.  The Commission 
therefore has competence ratione loci, ratione materiae and ratione temporis to examine the 
allegations made in this petition.  
 
III. TIMELINESS 
 
12. This petition is timely pursuant to Article 32(2) of the Commission‟s Rules of 
Procedure (“the Commission‟s Rules”).  This article provides in cases, such as the present, 
where the requirement of exhaustion of domestic remedies does not apply, that the deadline 
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for the presentation of a petition to the Commission shall be “within a reasonable period of 
time, as determined by the Commission,” considering the date on which the alleged violations 
occurred and the circumstances of each case.”  
 
IV. ABSENCE OF PARALLEL INTERNATIONAL PROCEEDINGS 
 
13. In accordance with Article 33(1) of the Commission‟s Rules, the petitioners confirm 
that the subject matter of this petition is not presently pending in any other international 
proceeding and nor does it duplicate a petition already examined and settled by the 
Commission or by another international governmental organization.  
 
V. DESCRIPTION OF PETITIONER AND VICTIMS 
 
14. The petitioners in this case are:  
 

(a) the following members of the indigenous community of Maho, who stand in their 
individual capacity and on behalf of the Maho community and the members thereof as 
a whole: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) The Vereniging van Inheemse Dorpshoofden in Suriname (“VIDS”) (in English, the 
Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname). The VIDS is an association of 
the indigenous village leaders from each of the 49 indigenous villages in Suriname.  
Established in 1992, its primary goals and objectives are to promote and defend the 
rights of indigenous peoples, to speak for indigenous peoples on the national and 
international levels, and to support the sustainable development of indigenous peoples 
in Suriname.  The board of the VIDS is comprised of seven indigenous village leaders 
representing the different regions and indigenous peoples of Suriname and is elected at 
the VIDS Conference, held every five years.  Decisions of the VIDS Conference and the 
board are executed by a full-time secretariat based in Paramaribo. 

   
15. The victims in this case are the indigenous community of Maho and the members 
thereof whose rights to, inter alia, property, life with dignity, humane treatment, judicial 
protection, and juridical personality, all read in conjunction with the general obligations 
contained in Articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention, have been violated by Suriname.  
Membership in the community is determined by reference to the customary laws and practices 
of the Kaliña indigenous people of the Saramacca District and, in particular, by the customary 
laws and practices of the indigenous community of Maho.   
 
16. Petitioners assert that they comply with Article 23 of the Commission‟s Rules, which 
permits “Any person or group of persons or nongovernmental entity” to submit petitions to 
the Commission “on their own behalf or on behalf of third persons,” with regard to alleged 
violations of the American Convention and other specified human rights instruments. 
 
17. The petitioners request that all correspondence pertaining to this petition be sent to 
the following person and address, which shall be the official contact and address for all 
matters concerning this petition: 
 

drs. Loreen Jubitana 
Director,  
Bureau VIDS 

 Name: Residing in: 
(i) Cornelis Johannes  Toenaé Maho 

(ii) Louise Martina Toenaé-Moesjoekoere Maho 

(iii) Astrid Ingrid  Toenaé Maho 

(iv) Candy Grano Toenaé Maho 
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Verlengde Gemenelandsweg 18d 
Paramaribo, Suriname 
Ph. 597-520-130 
Fax. 597-520-131 

 
 
VI. EXHAUSTION OF DOMESTIC REMEDIES 
 
18. Suriname‟s law does not provide adequate and effective remedies to seek and obtain 
the recognition, recovery and protection of the Maho indigenous community‟s property and 
other communal rights.  It consequently also does not provide effective remedies in relation to 
the other violations alleged herein as these violations are inextricably tied to and dependent on 
the underlying violations of the victims‟ property rights.  As judicial remedies for the 
protection of their rights are unavailable as a matter of law and fact, the victims invoked the 
right of petition pursuant to Article 22 of Suriname‟s 1987 Constitution on a number of 
occasions between 2007 and 2009.  They have also made numerous complaints to the police 
and the District Commissioner of Saramacca and have sent many complaints and 
communications to Government Ministers and agencies dating back to 1993 (complaints by 
the community actually extend back to the late 1960s (see Section VII.B.2 below), but have 
been continuous since at least 1993).   
 
19. The State has been largely unresponsive to the victims‟ good faith attempts to resolve 
the matter domestically and has failed to adopt any adequate remedial measures that could 
address the rights violations alleged and proven herein.  Rather than respect and protect the 
victims‟ rights, it has authorised and is actively supporting third parties who have greatly 
exacerbated the rights violations suffered by the Maho community.  The state has thus failed 
to avail itself of the opportunity to remedy the alleged violations at the domestic level.    
 
A. EFFECTIVE DOMESTIC REMEDIES ARE UNAVAILABLE 
 
20. The petitioners assert excuse from the requirement of exhaustion of domestic remedies 
under Article 46(1) of the American Convention and Article 31(1) of the Commission‟s Rules 
pursuant to Article 46(2)(a) of the American Convention and Article 31(2)(a) of the 
Commission‟s Rules.  These articles provide that exhaustion of domestic remedies is not 
required when “the domestic legislation of the State concerned does not afford due process of 
the law for protection of the right or rights that have allegedly been violated.”   
 
21. The Commission and the Inter-American Court have repeatedly held that the 
exceptions set forth in Article 46(2) of the Convention aim to guarantee international action 
when the domestic legal system is ineffective, either because remedies are unavailable or 
inadequate.1  A remedy may only be considered „available‟ if the victims may make use of it in 
the circumstances of their case and „adequate‟ if it is suitable to address an infringement of a 
legal right.2  Additionally, the Commission has held that as “a general rule the only remedies 
that need be exhausted are those whose function within the domestic legal system is 
appropriate for providing protection to remedy an infringement of a given legal right.”3  
 
22. The internationally guaranteed rights of the Maho indigenous community to own, 
control and peacefully enjoy its traditional lands and resources, and to participate in and 

                                                 
1  Case 11.405, Brazil, Annual Report of the IACHR 1997, at para. 79. See also Godinez Cruz Case, Judgment of 

20 January 1989. Ser C No.5, para. 66; Fairen Garbi and Solis Corrales Case, Judgment of 26 June 1987. Ser 
C No. 2, para. 87; Velasquez Rodriguez Case, Judgment of 29 July 1988. Ser C No. 4, para. 63. 

2  Godinez Cruz Case, id. para. 67.  See also Report No. 62/04, Admissibility, Pueblo Indígena Kichwa de 
Sarayaku y sus Miembros (Ecuador), 12 October 2004, para. 56. 

3   Report No. 5/02, Sergio Schiavini and Maria Teresa Schnack de Schiavini, at para. 55, citing, Velásquez 
Rodríguez Case, Judgment of July 29, 1988, Series C N° 4, para. 63; Report No. 68/01 Admissibility, Case 
12.117, Santos Soto Ramírez, para. 14; and Report No. 83/01, Admissibility, Case 11.581, Zulema Tarazona 
Arriate, para. 24. 
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consent to decisions that affect it, are neither recognized nor protected in the laws of 
Suriname (see Section VII.B.3 below).  The victims‟ right to communal property is not a legal 
right under Suriname law and there are no remedies, judicial or otherwise, specific to 
indigenous peoples or generally applicable, designed to provide for recognition and recovery 
of the victims‟ traditional lands and resources.4  Suriname‟s laws also fail to accord the victims 
legal personality, except as individuals, and thus deny them the capacity to hold and seek 
protection for their property and other communal rights in domestic venues.  In this regard, 
the petitioners emphasize that the Commission recently held that the failure to provide 
remedies for collective rights and demands in judicial proceedings denies indigenous peoples 
access to an effective remedy.5   
 
23. In addition to the absence of domestic legal provisions and remedies recognizing and 
protecting indigenous peoples‟ communal property rights, Suriname‟s Constitution and laws, 
on their face, preclude recognition and effective protection of the victims‟ property rights.  
These laws vest full ownership of untitled lands and all natural resources in the state and 
contain provisions that negate the limited and illusory „privileges‟ accorded to the Maho 
community when these conflict with activities deemed in the general interest, or conducted 
pursuant to an approved development plan, or where title has been granted to third parties by 
the State.     
 
24. The preceding was confirmed by the Commission in its March 2006 report in Case 
12.338, Twelve Saramaka Clans (Suriname), which, in addition to finding a violation of 
Articles 21, 25, 2 and 1 of the Convention, held that remedies are unavailable in domestic law 
for the recognition and protection of indigenous and tribal peoples‟ land and resource rights.6  
Among other things, the Commission found that “indigenous and Maroon communities lack 
legal status in Suriname and are not eligible to receive communal titles on behalf of the 
community or other traditional collective entities that possess land.”7  The Commission also 
observed that the general interest exception in Surinamese law “substantially limit[s] the 
fundamental rights of the indigenous and Maroon peoples to their land ab initio, in favor of an 
eventual interest of the State that might compete with those rights.  …  What this does in effect 
is to remove land issues from the domain of judicial protection.”8   
 
25. The Court confirmed the Commission‟s findings in its 2007 and 2008 judgments in 
Saramaka People v. Suriname.9  Specifically, the Court concluded that Suriname‟s domestic 
laws “do not provide adequate and effective legal recourses to protect [indigenous and tribal 
peoples] against acts that violate their right to property.”10  To support its decision, the Court 
referred to domestic judgments where indigenous peoples‟ claims had been rejected by the 
judiciary on the basis of a lack of “competence” to seek protection for collective property rights 
or due to the application of contrary rules of domestic law.11  The cases cited by the Court 

                                                 
4   Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community Case, Judgment of 31 August 2001. Ser C No. 79, para. 123-39. See 

also Report No. 2/02, Admissibility, Yakye Axa Indigenous Community of the Exnet-Lengua People, para. 37. 
5  Report No. 58/09, Admissibility, Kuna of Madungandi and Embera of Bayan Indigenous Peoples and their 

Members (Panama), 21 April 2009, at para. 48 (stating that “Concerning the demands for compensation for 
the loss of their lands and the legal recognition of the Emberá of Bayano lands, the legal remedies mentioned 
by the State do not offer the type of protection needed because they do not take into account the particular 
characteristics of indigenous peoples, especially concerning the collective nature of their demands since 
collective actions in Panama have been limited only to the protection of consumer rights”). 

6  Report on Admissibility and Merits No. 09/06, Case 12.338, Twelve Saramaka Clans (Suriname), 2 March 
2006.  

7  Id. at para. 230. 
8  Id. at para. 241-42.0 
9  Saramaka People v. Suriname. Judgment of 28 November 2007. Ser C No. 172 (“Saramaka People v. 

Suriname”), at para. 106-14, 176-85 & 194-96; and Saramaka People v. Suriname. Interpretation of the 
Judgment on Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgment of 12 August 2008. Ser C No. 
185 (“Interpretation Judgment”). 

10  Saramaka People v. Suriname, at para. 185. 
11   Id. para. 176-85 citing Tjang A Sjin v. Zaalman and Others, Cantonal Court, First Canton, Paramaribo, 21 May 

1998 (holding that real title to land will void any interest claimed by indigenous peoples on the basis of 
traditional occupation and use); and, Celientje Martina Joeroeja-Koewie et al v. Suriname & Suriname Stone 
& Industries N.V., A.R. no. 025350, Cantonal Court, First Canton, Paramaribo, 24 July 2003 (holding that an 
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concern sand mining concessions and grants of individual titles within the residential areas of 
two indigenous villages and restate settled principles of domestic law. Grants of individual 
titles and sand mining concessions are two of the issues complained about herein by the Maho 
community and the same norms of domestic law apply mutatis mutandis to the case at hand. 
 
26. Finding that Suriname had violated the right to juridical personality guaranteed by 
Article 3 of the American Convention, the Court also explained – in a statement that is very 
relevant to the case at hand – that this “places the Saramaka people in a vulnerable situation 
where individual property rights may trump their rights over communal property, and where 
the Saramaka people may not seek, as a juridical personality, judicial protection against 
violations of their property rights recognized under Article 21 of the Convention.”12  

 
27. The Court additionally and specifically identified the absence of effective domestic 
remedies as a key factor in awarding the Saramaka compensation for moral damages.  On this 
point, which is also highly relevant to the instant case, the Court stated that the evidence 
demonstrates: 
 

the suffering and distress that the members of the Saramaka people have endured as 
a result of the long and ongoing struggle for the legal recognition of their right to the 
territory they have traditionally used and occupied for centuries … as well as their 
frustration with a domestic legal system that does not protect them against violations 
of said right … all of which constitutes a denigration of their basic cultural and 
spiritual values.13 

 
28.  Similarly, in October 2007, in Case 12.639, The Kaliña and Lokono Peoples 
(Suriname), the Commission rejected Suriname‟s contentions that effective domestic remedies 
are available in connection with Articles 21, 25 and 3 of the American Convention.  In 
particular, the Commission found that “Suriname failed to provide any remedies under 
domestic law for the petitioners” and; “the domestic legal system does not provide adequate, 
effective remedies to respond to the complaints presented….”14   
 
29. That the above described situation persists was confirmed by the United Nations 
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (“CERD”) in March 2009.15  The 
Committee, inter alia, expressed its concern about “the nonexistence of [a] specific legislative 
framework to guarantee the realization of the collective rights of indigenous and tribal 
peoples;”16 and,  
   

While noting the State party‟s view that the remedies provided under Surinamese 
law are sufficient to assert and seek protection of rights, the Committee stresses the 
analysis by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights and the judgements by 

                                                                                                                                                           
indigenous community lacked “competence” to challenge the grant of a sand mining concession within the 
confines of the village). 

12  Id. at para. 173. 
13  Id. at para. 200. 
14  Report No. 76/07, Admissibility, The Kaliña and Lokono Peoples (Suriname), 15 October 2007, at para. 59.  

See also Moiwana Village v. Suriname, Judgment of 15 June 2005, Series C No. 124, at para. 86(5) (finding 
that “Although individual members of indigenous and tribal communities are considered natural persons by 
Suriname‟s Constitution, the State‟s legal framework does not recognize such communities as legal entities.  
Similarly, national legislation does not provide for collective property rights” (footnotes omitted)). 

15  Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Suriname, UN Doc. 
CERD/C/SUR/CO/12, 13 March 2009. See also Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination 
of Racial Discrimination: Suriname, UN Doc. CERD/C/64/CO/9/Rev.2, 12 March 2004, at para. 11 and 14; 
Decision 3(66), Suriname. UN Doc. CERD/C/66/SUR/Dec.3, 9 March 2005; Decision 1(67), Suriname. UN 
Doc. CERD/C/DEC/SUR/2, 18 August 2005; Decision 1(69), Suriname. UN Doc. CERD/C/DEC/SUR/3, 18 
August 2006. 

16  Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Suriname, UN Doc. 
CERD/C/SUR/CO/12, 13 March 2009, at para. 12 
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the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which found the domestic legal system 
does not provide adequate effective remedies to collective rights.17 

 
30.  In sharp contrast to Suriname‟s practice, the Commission observed in 2009 that the 
jurisprudence of the inter-American human rights system has determined that, “it is essential 
for the States to grant effective protection that takes into account [indigenous peoples‟] 
specificities, their economic and social characteristics, as well as their situation of special 
vulnerability, their customary law, values, and customs.”18  Contrary to this jurisprudence, the 
above mentioned cases and decisions all confirm that Suriname‟s laws provide no basis for 
regularizing and securing the victims‟ communal rights and title.  There is no specific law or 
procedure designed to regularize indigenous peoples‟ property rights nor any law or procedure 
that otherwise takes into account their specific rights and characteristics in this respect.19  The 
only title that may be obtained under extant law is a 15-40 year lease of State-owned land that 
cannot be issued to collectivities (see Section VII.B.3 below).   
 
31. The Commission and the Court have repeatedly held that “when domestic remedies are 
unavailable as a matter of fact or law, the requirement that they be exhausted is excused,”20 
and; “[t]he rule of exhaustion of domestic remedies does not require the invocation of 
remedies … where this offers no possibility of success.”21 Additionally, the Court and the 
Commission have held that the “exhaustion of internal judicial remedies cannot mean simply 
going through the motions of formal legal procedures; the reasonable prospect of obtaining 
the desired remedy must be analyzed in each case.”22  Most recently, the Commission applied 
this rule to legal proceedings that do not provide any reasonable expectation of success – and 
therefore constitute ineffective remedies – because the judiciary “has not obligated the State to 
set boundaries, demarcate, and record title deeds to lands of indigenous peoples….”23 In the 
case at hand, there is no reasonable prospect of obtaining a remedy in local venues for the 
violations of the victims‟ rights alleged herein, particularly the recognition, demarcation and 
titling of the Maho community‟s communal lands. 
 
32. The State‟s failure to secure and protect the victims‟ rights to lands and resources 
underlies and is inextricably connected to all of the other violations alleged herein.  There are 
thus no effective remedies for any of the violations alleged herein and the victims are 
defenseless in domestic law and venues.  
 
B.  SURINAME HAS FAILED TO AVAIL ITSELF OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO RESOLVE THIS 

CASE DOMESTICALLY 
 
33. As adequate and effective judicial remedies are unavailable to protect their property 
and other rights, the victims invoked the right of petition pursuant to Article 22(1) of 
Suriname‟s 1987 Constitution.  This article, set out in the fundamental rights chapter of the 

                                                 
17  Id. at para. 19. 
18  Report No. 58/09, Admissibility, Kuna of Madungandi and Embera of Bayan Indigenous Peoples and their 

Members (Panama), 21 April 2009, at para. 37, citing Yakye Axa Indigenous Community. Judgment of 17 June 
2005. Ser C No. 125, para. 63; and Report No. 105/09, Admissibility, Hul‟qumi‟num Treaty Group (Canada), 
20 October 2009, para. 36. 

19  Inter alia, Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Case, supra, para. 123-24. 
20  Report No. 53/97, Case 11.312 (Guatemala), Annual Report of the Commission, 1999, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.98, Doc. 

7, rev., April 13, 1998, p.123, at para. 23.  See also Exceptions to the Exhaustion of Domestic Remedies (Art. 
46(1), 46(2)(a) and 46(2)(b) American Convention on Human Rights), OC-11/90, August 10, 1990, Series A 
No.11, at para. 17. 

21  Report No. 31/99, Case 11.763, Annual Report of the Commission (Vol. I) 1998, at 137; and, Report No. 09/06, 
Case 12.338,  Twelve Saramaka Clans (Suriname), 2 March 2006, para. 131. See also Exceptions to the 
Exhaustion of Domestic Remedies (Art. 46(1), 46(2)(a) and 46(2)(b) American Convention on Human 
Rights), OC-11/90, August 10, 1990, Series A No.11, at para. 33. 

22  Report N° 24/06, Admissibility, El Mozote Massacre, 2 March 2006, at para. 33, citing, Velásquez Rodríguez, 
supra, para. 72; Fairén Garbi & Solís Corrales, supra, para. 97; Godínez Cruz, supra, para. 75.  See also Report 
No. 108/00, Martinez-Villareal, para. 70 and Report No. 105/09, Hul‟qumi‟num Treaty Group (Canada), 20 
October 2009, para. 40. 

23  Id. Report No. 105/09, Hul‟qumi‟num Treaty Group (Canada), at para. 41. 
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Constitution, provides that “Everyone has the right to submit written petitions to the 
competent authority.”  Four petitions were submitted pursuant to this procedure: 02 
November 2007, twice on 30 January 2009, and 19 February 2009.24  These urgent petitions 
summarize and complain about the situation at Maho, including the State‟s failure to protect 
the Maho community and, inter alia, seek a negotiated settlement that recognizes and secures 
the victims‟ rights.  The petitions were submitted to the Office of the President and the 
relevant ministries and government agencies.  
 
34. To date, the State has not formally responded to the petitions submitted by Maho.  
However, a number of meetings were held with the Ministry of Physical Planning, Land and 
Forestry Management in 2007 and 2008, during which the victims‟ concerns were discussed 
together with other issues (see paras. 86-8, 91-2 and 96 below).  In these meetings, the 
Minister promised to investigate the situation and, after further complaints by the victims, to 
suspend the land title and permit to conduct agricultural activities issued to Stichting Mohsiro 
(see below).  This did not occur and the Ministry has been unresponsive to further complaints.   
 
35. Stichting („foundation‟ in English) Mohsiro is an NGO-like entity established and 
registered under the laws of Suriname.25  As discussed in Section VII below, Mohsiro has 
acquired title to a large part of Maho‟s traditional lands; repeatedly destroyed Maho‟s 
subsistence crops; and threatened, intimidated and physically and mentally assaulted 
community members for more than two decades, all with the active collusion of the local 
police and the informed acquiescence and, at times, support of the State.   
 
36. The Maho community and its members have been continuously seeking recognition of 
their property rights since the late 1960s.  These initial complaints led to the issuance of a 
decision by the then-Minister of Development („Minister van Opbouw‟) in 1971, which 
nominally reserved 65 hectares of land on behalf of the Maho community.26  While the Maho 
community‟s traditional lands are much larger than 65 hectares, this reservation constitutes 
an official acknowledgement that at least part of the area in question was and remains 
occupied by the Maho indigenous community.  The 1971 notice did not, however, vest title in 
the community nor does it have any formal legal status at present, and nor has the area been 
physically demarcated.  Nor did it preclude the State from issuing an individual title to a large 
area of Maho‟s lands to Mohsiro and later allowing sand mining, logging and other activities 
therein to the victims‟ extreme detriment.  The State has also granted an additional individual 
title to another non-community member within Maho‟s traditional lands.  The victims‟ 
repeated and continuous complaints about this situation, made over more than 17 years, 
proved equally futile as resort to Article 22 of the Constitution (these complaints are discussed 
in detail in Section VII.B.2 below). 
 
37. The victims‟ frequent and extensive attempts to engage Suriname in dialogue about the 
protection of their rights through the only mechanism available to them demonstrates their 
intent and desire to provide the State with an opportunity to resolve this matter domestically.  
The victims have persisted with these efforts for decades notwithstanding serious, ongoing 
and increasing threats and harm to their physical and cultural integrity and rights caused by 
Suriname‟s acts and omissions.  Despite these opportunities to address this matter 
domestically, the State has failed, and continues on an ongoing basis to fail, to uphold and 
protect the victims‟ rights, leaving them defenseless and with no other option than to seek 
international protection.   
 
38. The preceding demonstrates that there are no available domestic remedies, as a matter 
of fact or law, to address the violations alleged herein.  Both the Commission and the Court 
have concurred with this conclusion in three separate cases decided between 2005 and 2008, 

                                                 
24  See Annex B for translated copies of these petitions.  See also paras. 90 and 103 infra. 
25  There is no law allowing for the establishment of NGOs as such in Suriname and the law permitting the 

establishment of stichting (foundations) does not require that they be non-profit entities.  Further, a stichting 
may be established by at least 2 persons and must be registered with the State.   

26  The full text of the Minister‟s decision is in Annex A(1) hereto. 
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and nothing has changed in the interim period that could cast doubt on the continuing validity 
of this conclusion.  It further demonstrates that Suriname has had ample opportunity to 
resolve these violations locally yet has failed to do so.  The exception to the requirement that 
domestic remedies be exhausted set forth in Article 46(2)(a) of the Convention and the 
corresponding provision in the Commission‟s Rules is therefore applicable to and justified in 
the case at hand.27       
 
VII. FACTS 
 
A.  THE MAHO INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY AND ITS CUSTOMARY TENURE 
 
1. Ethnography and History 
 
39. Maho is a Kaliña (Carib in English; also spelled Kariña) indigenous community.  Its 
traditional lands are located in what is today called the District of Saramacca, in close 
proximity to the Saramacca River and the Maho Creek.  These lands are composed of old 
ocean sand deposits, tropical forest, savannah and a variety of wetlands. This area is 
approximately two hours by car to the east of Paramaribo, the capital of Suriname.  As 
discussed in greater detail below, Maho‟s traditional tenure system and patterns of occupation 
and use of lands and resources are detailed and extensive, and ownership of lands and 
resources is vested collectively in the community.  Agriculture (shifting cultivation) and 
fishing, and, to a lesser extent, hunting and gathering forest produce are Maho‟s primary 
means of subsistence. 
 
40. At present, there are 17 persons permanently resident at Maho village.  They are 
interrelated by kinship ties and divided over 6 households.  Due, inter alia, to the activities of 
Stichting Mohsiro, especially threats and violent acts against community members by persons 
associated with Mohsiro, the village has drastically shrunk in population size over the past 20 
years.28  Because of Mohsiro, and Suriname‟s connected acts and omissions, a large percentage 
of the members and former inhabitants of the community has been forced to leave the village 
during this period. They left due to the belief that living conditions in the village were and 
remain intolerable because of Mohsiro and others, and these persons now live in Paramaribo 
or elsewhere, while still maintaining extensive contacts with their kin who have stayed in the 
village.  Together the resident and non-resident members of the community number 
approximately 80 persons, all of whom have rights to occupy and use the community‟s 
traditional lands pursuant to Kaliña customary law, including as it applies to determining 
membership in the community.   
 
41. Daily affairs in the community are governed by village elder and headman, Cornelis 
Toenaé.  However, the Maho community is formally under the authority of Captain (village 
leader) Aroepa of Gran Kreek, who was installed by the State as the Captain of the indigenous 
villages of Gran Kreek, Columbia and Maho.  This occurred despite the community‟s 
objections and notwithstanding an agreement that, after a one year period, the community 
could designate its own captain. 
 
42. Maho has no running water, no sewage or sanitation systems, and no electricity.  It is 
currently surrounded by land titles and concessions issued to non-members, and it has no 
security of tenure over any portion of its traditional lands, including the 65 hectares nominally 

                                                 
27  See Report No. 29/06, Admissibility, Garifuna Community of "Triunfo de la Cruz" and its Members, 14 March 

2006, para. 48-9 (stating, inter alia, that “the intent of the alleged victims to avail themselves of the internal 
remedies offered by the State for protection of their ancestral territory has been established, but those 
remedies did not provide effective protection.  The many actions documented by the petitioner show, in the 
view of the Commission, many occurrences that are not isolated but rather permanent in nature, within a 
general situation of defenselessness of the ancestral lands of the Garífuna Community of Triunfo de la Cruz”). 

28  See also Annex B(3) Letter from the communities of Gran Kreek, Columbia and Maho to the Minister of 
Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 04 September 2006. 
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reserved for the community in 1971.  The same is also the case with respect to the nearby 
indigenous communities of Columbia and Gran Kreek. 
 
43. Archaeological evidence demonstrates that the ancestors of Maho and the other 
indigenous communities of Saramacca District have occupied and used their traditional lands 
and territory, largely to the exclusion of others, for millennia.29    
 
44. Reports by the first European explorers to visit the area as well as later reports by 
colonial authorities document Kaliña occupation from the early 17th century onwards.  
Together with the archaeological evidence, these reports prove the antiquity of the Maho 
indigenous community‟s connection to its traditional territory, and the continuity of this 
connection through the centuries to the present day.  For example, a 1625 map of the 
Suriname coast made by H. Gerritz is one of the earliest documentary records of indigenous 
occupation of the lower reaches of the Saramacca River.  This map shows the main rivers of 
the region and depicts the location of a number of indigenous communities.  One of these 
communities is situated on the Saramacca River in close proximity to the present location of 
the Maho community.   
 
45. Maps like the one made by Gerritz are complemented by various historical accounts of 
the 17th century wars fought between indigenous peoples and European colonists.  These 
confirm that the Saramacca region was major indigenous population centre in the 17th century 
and that Kaliña military leaders from this area were considered to be “the most implacable 
enemies of the plantation owners.”30  One of these military leaders was called Tonay.31  The 
name Tonay (now written as Toenaé) still exists in Maho today and, in fact, is the name of its 
current elders and leader. 
 
46. As a result of 18th and 19th century missionary policies,32 Maho and the other Kaliña of 
the Saramacca River region were governed by Captain Christiaan from the Wayambo River, 
who was installed in 1870 as Head Captain of the Kaliña in the then-districts of Lower-
Saramacca, Upper-Saramacca and Wayambo River by the colonial Governor.33  A few years 
later, in 1875, this arrangement was terminated at the request of the community and Anthonie 
was installed as the Captain of the 30 Kaliña living next to the Maho Creek.  He became the 
officially acknowledged Captain of the village of Maho itself at that time.34  
 
47. Beginning in 1790, Dutch plantation owners settled in the territory of the Kaliña of the 
Saramacca River.35  Some of the maps of these plantations clearly indicate the presence of 
indigenous villages and some unambiguously designate what is now called the District of 
Saramacca as an indigenous territory in general.36  The indigenous population of the 
Saramacca region is also often mentioned in relation to colonial efforts to capture slaves who 
had escaped from these plantations.  In particular, at the beginning of the 18th century, 
escaped slaves frequently used the pathway that connected a Maroon village in Para District 
with the Kaliña villages of the Lower Saramacca River. With the help of the Kaliña, the first 
Maroon villages were founded on the Saramacca River at the end of the 17th and the beginning 

                                                 
29  A. Versteeg, SURINAME VOOR COLUMBUS [SURINAME BEFORE COLUMBUS)], Paramaribo 2003, p. 177-88. 
30  F. Dragtenstein, „Indiaanse opperhoofden rond 1700 [Indigenous headmen around 1700]‟, in OSO 1993, p. 188. 
31  Id. p. 195. 
32  The installation of Christiaan as headmen was first suggested around 1868 by the missionary Petrus Donders. 

See Letter of the Secretary of the Governor March 16th 1870, no. 53, National Archive of Suriname, Paramaribo.  
33  Resolution of May 30th 1870, no. 10, National Archive of Suriname, Paramaribo.  
34  Resolution of February 18th 1875, LAB no.2. See also J. Wekker, „Archiefdocumenten verhalen over indianen 

[Archival Documents about Indians]‟. In: INDIANEN IN DE GUYANA‟S [Indians in the Guyanas]: SWI FORUM 1992, 
p. 119-120.  

35  C. Koeman (Ed.). SCHAKELS MET HET VERLEDEN. DE GESCHIEDENIS VAN DE KARTOGRAFIE VAN SURINAME [LINKS WITH 

THE PAST. HISTORY OF THE CARTOGRAPHY OF SURINAME] 1500-1971. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum: Amsterdam, 1973, 
p. 46 

36  W.L. Loth, Kaart van Suriname 1899 [Map of Suriname]. In: id. 
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of the 18th centuries.37  The archives also record the presence of Matawai Maroons resident in 
the vicinity of the Maho indigenous community in 1848.38   
 
48. Kaliña oral history records that a group of Maroons re-established a community on the 
Maho Creek – also referred to as Maho village – around the beginning of the 20th century.  The 
Maho indigenous community and this Maroon village were situated relatively close to each 
other, separated only by the Maho Creek, and shared a common cemetery.  Today, the Maroon 
village near the Maho Creek is still inhabited by around 25 persons.    
 
49. According to their oral history, the indigenous community of Maho continued living 
next to the Maho Creek until the mid-20th century.  At that time, when there were a few 
hundred persons resident in the community, the majority of the indigenous people from the 
area between the Maho and Dongru Creeks moved away from the river and creeks and 
established new communities further inland.  Likewise, Cornelis Toenaé and some of his 
kinfolk settled at the location of the present Maho village.  There was no one else living near 
this area at that time. 
 
50. Relocation of the community was caused by a combination of factors.  First, as 
discussed further below, the Kaliña have traditionally maintained flexible settlement patterns 
where entire communities periodically move location.  Such movements always take place 
within the bounds of traditional Kaliña territory.  Second, a series of interventions by the 
State, such as the construction of the road between Hamburg and Groningen and a land 
reclamation project at Gran Kreek, also played a part.  A significant number of the indigenous 
people moved closer to the road, as did the Toenaé family when it moved the Maho 
community to its new location.  This new location is a short distance inland from the Maho 
Creek and within traditional Kaliña territory along the Saramacca River.  In fact, the site of the 
village was formerly occupied and used by the same kinship group that presently comprises 
Maho village.  Thus, the community was simply re-occupying its traditionally owned, ancestral 
lands. 
 
51. In 1971, prompted by complaints made by the community in relation to the allotment 
of the area for distribution as individual titles (known as the „Maho Project‟), the State 
formally took cognisance of the location of the Maho community.  At that time, 65 hectares of 
land – a part of the area traditionally owned by the Maho community – was reserved by the 
State (in the name of the District Commissioner of Saramacca) on behalf of the indigenous 
inhabitants of Maho.39  Community members remember that the District Commissioner 
visited them in 1971 and explained that the 65 hectares of land was exclusively for the Maho 
community and that they could freely carry out their activities therein.  He did not explain 
exactly which land was reserved or the legal significance of the reservation.  The community 
did, however, point out that 65 hectares was wholly insufficient from a cultural and 
subsistence perspective and, crucially, that the land in question contains primarily swamp 
land, which may be used only in a very limited way.40    
 
52. As discussed in detail below, the community‟s rights and well being were drastically 
affected for the worse in the early 1990s when the State authorised Stichting Mohsiro to 
commence activities within Maho‟s traditional lands.  These activities, and the associated acts 
and omissions of the State, have caused the violations alleged and proven herein.     
 
 
 

                                                 
37  F. Dragtenstein, „Indiaanse opperhoofden rond 1700 [Indigenous headmen around 1700]‟, Oso 1993, p. 193-

195. 
38  BRIEVENBOEK INDIANEN EN BOSNEGERS [LETTERS INDIANS AND MAROONS], No. 989, National Archive of Suriname, 

Paramaribo.  
39  Annex A(1), Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Development, 22 January 1971. 
40  See Annex B(1), Letter from Cornelis Toenaé to the Minister of Natural Resources, 21 October 1993 (in which 

Mr. Toenaé again raises this issue with the Minister).  
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2. Land Tenure and Use  
 
53. In common with indigenous peoples throughout the Americas, the Maho indigenous 
community has a profound and all encompassing relationship with its traditional lands.  These 
lands are the foundation of the community‟s spiritual, cultural and physical sustenance and 
well-being, and are integral to its cosmology and views of the world.  Maho‟s culture and 
identity are thus inextricably tied to the maintenance of its ongoing and multiple relationships 
with traditionally owned lands, territory and resources.  The victims‟ deep connection to their 
territory is reinforced and maintained through kinship structures and social relations, cultural 
and spiritual practices and beliefs, and the customary norms and practices that govern their 
daily lives. 
 
54. As noted above, the Kaliña of the Saramaka District, including the Maho community, 
traditionally move the location of their villages.  These movements occur for a variety of 
reasons – resource management, sickness and spiritual beliefs, for example – but are always 
within the bounds of traditional Kaliña territory.41  The most detailed accounts of the historical 
movements of the Maho indigenous community are the oral history of the community and 
archival sources, such as the baptism register of the Roman Catholic Diocese, the latter 
confirming the former.  This shows that, during approximately the past 150 years, the Maho 
community moved throughout the region, from the Tijger Creek downstream on the 
Saramacca River to Gosteri upstream.42  Therefore, when the community moved to its present 
location in the mid-20th century, it was following a time honoured tradition of the Kaliña and 
simply retracing the footsteps of its ancestors.    
 
55. In accordance with their customary law, paramount or underlying title to the territory 
as a whole is vested collectively and jointly in the Kaliña people of the Saramacca River region.  
Subsidiary ownership rights over communal lands and resources are vested in extended 
kinship groups associated with the three present Kaliña communities of the Lower Saramacca 
River, including Maho. These land and resource ownership rights apply to defined areas of 
their traditional territory.  Within the village lands, members have rights of occupation and 
use over specific areas associated with their immediate families as well as rights in communal 
areas not associated with any particular family group.   
 
56. If non-members wish to use village lands, they must first obtain the permission of the 
village leader or elder, who in turn must consult with and obtain the consent of any village 
members who hold or exercise rights in the affected area.   
 
57. While resources are communally owned within village lands, individual members or 
families may acquire priority rights through their labour or through inheritance. For example, 
when a communal forest area is cleared and planted for agriculture that area is considered to 
be owned by the family which toiled to cut and sow the farm.  Priority rights over farming 
areas may also be transmitted to children and grandchildren should they choose to use those 
same areas. Similarly, while timber resources are communally owned, a log becomes the 
property of the person who cuts it down. 
 
58. The Maho community‟s lands provide for the vast majority of its members‟ subsistence 
needs and are extensively used for hunting, fishing, swidden agriculture, and the harvesting 
and gathering of forest produce.  Traditional resources gathered in their lands continue to 
provide a large part of the victims‟ diet and, inter alia, important building materials, 
medicines, utensils, clays for pottery, cotton for hammocks, and timber for fuel and for water 
craft.  Due to prevailing ecological conditions, including poor soil quality and low game animal 
density, large areas are required to maintain traditional subsistence practices and satisfy basic 
needs.  
 

                                                 
41  See J. Wekker, „Indiaanse woon- en leefgebieden [Indigenous dwelling and living places]‟, in Oso 1994, p. 7. 
42  See Map C(1) in Annex C. 
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59. As noted above, Maho‟s lands are composed of old ocean sand deposits, tropical forest, 
savannahs and a variety of wetlands.  In conformity with Kaliña tradition, Maho makes 
maximum and sustainable use of its available resources without damaging the environment.  
Higher land and even the relatively poor savannahs are used for agriculture.  These areas 
provide traditional crops such as bitter cassava and pineapple.  Bitter cassava, in particular, 
forms an essential part of the traditional Kaliña diet.  In the more fertile areas, the community 
cultivates crops like banana, citrus fruits, pepper, and various vegetables.  In and around their 
agricultural lands, the community also hunts small game such as rabbits and hares. 
 
60. Wetlands are an important source of fish and are used to cultivate specific crops, such 
as rice and tubers (like tayer, napi and yamsi).  The wetlands are also an important source of 
one of the most valued game species, the pingo (peccary or wild pig).  The Saramacca River 
and the various creeks in the region, especially the Maho, Krobia and Dongru Creeks, are used 
by the Maho community for fishing and domestic water consumption.  The Krobia Creek and 
the area called Awara busi are particularly important fishing and hunting grounds.  Fishing 
and hunting activities are often combined with the collection of forest products, such as wild 
fruit, medicinal plants, construction materials, such as palm leaves for roof thatching, and 
materials used to make important utensils and handicrafts.  The cultural narratives of the 
Maho community stress the important historical, cultural and spiritual importance of all of the 
above mentioned places and resources. 
 
61. The Maho community uses the vast majority of its crops, game and forest produce to 
satisfy its subsistence needs.  As is traditional, any remaining produce is traded or sold to 
obtain manufactured goods or some income for the community.  In the late 1970s and 1980s, 
agriculture was so fruitful at Maho that the community was even able to employ a few 
labourers and to run a small community business.  The earnings were used to buy 
manufactured goods (such as petroleum, candles, soap, clothes and shoes) and to pay school 
fees for the children.  With profits from the business, the community bought some cattle and 
eventually had a large herd of 70 head.  As discussed in the following section, their situation 
drastically changed after the arrival of Stichting Mohsiro in the early 1990s, and today what is 
left of the resident community suffers from abject poverty and a daily struggle to make ends 
meet, as well as emotional, moral and psychological trauma caused by the State‟s acts and 
omissions.  The same is also the case for a number of the community members who fled the 
area and now live elsewhere.    
 
B.  DISREGARD FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY OF MAHO 
 
1) The State has Authorised and Failed to Protect Maho from Stichting Mohsiro 

and Others  
 
a) Stichting Moshiro 
 
62. In the second half of 1989, Cornelis Toenaé, the Maho community‟s headman, was 
approached by Mr. H. Blanca, an indigenous person from Alfonsdorp in east Suriname and a 
then-member of Stichting Mohsiro.  Mohsiro was established and registered on 28 March 
1988.  Mr. Blanca asked if Maho would be willing to temporarily accommodate twelve 
indigenous refugees from east Suriname who had been displaced by Suriname‟s interior war 
of 1986-92.  Mr. Toenaé agreed and designated a location for the refugees within Maho‟s 
traditional lands.  This group of refugees left soon thereafter in the first months of 1990.  
 
63. Soon after the departure of the refugees, Mr. Blanca and a few men returned to Maho 
and began clearing the land.  They did not ask Mr. Toenaé‟s permission and failed to provide 
an adequate explanation for their activities when asked.  Consequently, the Maho community 
informed Mr. Blanca that he was no longer welcome in the community‟s lands.  Despite the 
community‟s objections, the State granted Mohsiro the right to use 171.5 hectares of Maho‟s 
traditional lands for agricultural purposes (recht van gebruik voor landbouwdoeleinden van 
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grond in Dutch) on 14 August 1991.43  This area was mapped by the surveyor, E.S. Devid and 
approved by the Geodesic Service on 17 May 1993.44  However, Mohsiro was unable to 
commence activities due to the withdrawal of funds by its Belgian donors, which was made 
permanent in 1994.45  The termination of Mohsiro‟s funds was in part related to the dispute 
between Maho and Mohsiro.46  
 
64. Maho was neither informed nor consulted about the grant of land for agriculture to 
Mohsiro.  After learning that Mohsiro had acquired property rights within its traditional 
lands, in 1993, the community formally requested that this permit be revoked and the land in 
question be transferred to community ownership.47  This complaint was ignored by the State.     
 
65. Persons associated with Mohsiro continued to periodically visit Maho and its lands, 
much of which is encompassed by the 171.5 hectares granted to Mohsiro.  Commencing in 
mid-1997, Mohsiro destroyed around 60-70 hectares of corn planted by Cornelis Toenaé.  
When confronted by Mr. Toenaé, one of the persons involved, Ms. Marlene Sunda, asserted 
that the corn plants belonged to her.48   A physical altercation ensued between Cornelis Toenaé 
and a man who was recognized by community members as a police officer and the partner of 
Ms. Sunda.  This police officer pressed a gun to Mr. Toenaé‟s body and threatened to kill him if 
he interfered again with Mohsiro‟s activities. Mr. Toenaé reported the incident to a local 
government officer and the police.49  There was no response.  
 
66. Shortly after Mr. Toenaé was threatened and assaulted, another community member, 
his daughter Ms. Astrid Toenaé, was grievously insulted, threatened and physically assaulted 
by Mohsiro members.50  On this occasion, Ms. Toenaé and her cousin, Germain Toenaé, were 
attempting to visit her father‟s agricultural plots when they encountered persons associated 
with Mohsiro, including Marlene Sunda, stealing crops grown by the Maho community.  Ms. 
Sunda physically attacked Ms. Toenaé when she attempted to intervene and another Mohsiro 
member by the name of Ronald attacked Germain.   
 
67. A few days later, two police officers came to Maho and arrested Germain Toenaé, 
Candy Toenaé and Joseph Toenaé.  Astrid Toenaé received a summons a week later as she was 
not present in the community when the police arrived.  When she presented herself to the 
police, she was accused of using a machete to assault Ms. Sunda and told that she had to sign a 
confession to that effect which had been drafted by the police.  She refused to sign the 
confession and was detained without charge for 8 days.51   Candy, Joseph and Germain Toenaé 
were charged with assault with a machete and detained for approximately two weeks, even 
though Candy and Joseph were not present or otherwise involved in the incident.52  During 
her arrest, Germain Toenaé was threatened with loaded firearms and otherwise abused by 
police officers.53 
 
68. Soon after Ms. Toenaé was assaulted, Mohsiro destroyed approximately 500 citrus 
trees; many pepper and cotton bushes; pineapple and banana plants; more corn; and various 
vegetable fields, all planted by and belonging to the Maho community.  Additionally, a large 
part of Cornelis Toenaé‟s cattle herd was killed by a combination of arson – his cattle shed was 
                                                 
43  Annex A(2), Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Natural Resources, 14 August 1991 (containing the permit 

issued to Mohsiro and the conditions attached to that permit).  
44  Annex A(7) Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Natural Resources, August 13th, 2005 (referring to this 

map).  
45  See Fax from A. Rijkaert, Belgium Foundation for Development (FODEP), 16 November 1993; and Letter 

from L. Romalho, President of Foundation Mohsiro to Belgium Foundation for Development (FODEP), 24 
October 1994.  

46  Id. 
47  See Annex B(1), Letter from Cornelis Toenaé to the Minister of Natural Resources, 21 October 1993. 
48  See Annex E(1), Statement of Cornelis Toenaé I. 
49  Id.  
50  See Annex E(3), Statement of Astrid Toenaé. 
51  Id. 
52  Annex E(4), Statement of Candy Toenaé. 
53  Id. 
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burnt to the ground – and poisoning.54  All of the preceding was reported to the police, but no 
action was taken against Mohsiro.   On the contrary, the police proceeded to again arrest and 
detain Candy, Dennis and Astrid Toenaé, this time without charging any of them.55  
 
69. In December 1997, the Maho community learned that Mohsiro was no longer run by 
Mr. H. Blanca, but by non-indigenous persons, many of whom have ties to the former military 
dictatorship that ruled Suriname from 1980-92.  In that month, Candy Toenaé was working on 
his agricultural plot and observed a group of men arriving, including Moshiro board members 
identified as Mr. A. Post and Mr. F. Redan.  They were accompanied by armed men who were 
identified by the others as „military men‟.  Mr. Toenaé asked them what they were doing on his 
land and the men responded that the land belonged to Moshiro.  One of the men threatened 
Mr. Toenaé, saying that “if you come any closer, I will shoot you,” and forced him to leave.56 
 
70. Once again ignoring the Maho community‟s complaints and objections, and despite the 
fact that Mohsiro had at no time conducted agricultural activities in the 171.5 hectares issued 
by the State – in clear violation of its permit – on 13 August 2005, Mohsiro obtained the 
written agreement of the Minister of Natural Resources to convert its agricultural permit to a 
land lease title (grondhuur in Dutch).57  This agreement was executed in 2006 when Mohsiro 
was formally granted title to the 171.5 hectares by the new Minister of Minister of Land, Forest 
Policy and Physical Planning.  The sole stated lawful use for this leasehold title is agriculture.  
Maho again complained to the State.  
 
71. The sequence of events leading to the grant of a title in favour of Mohsiro is well 
documented and demonstrates that the State was fully aware that the area in question was 
occupied and used by the Maho indigenous community.  First, on 16 March 2001, Mohsiro 
submitted an application to the Ministry of Natural Resources requesting title.58  Second, on 
13 June 2003, the District Commissioner of Saramacca approved Mohsiro‟s request based on a 
28 April 2003 report made by the Bestuursopzichter, an official within the local government 
system.59  In this report, the Bestuursopzichter refers to his previous report of 12 November 
2001 and explains that Mohsiro has failed to respond to his repeated requests for information.  
He also explained that his investigation revealed that Mohsiro had (illegally) constructed a 
dam, 2000 meters long and six meters wide in the area in question, and that flooding caused 
by this dam had rendered much of the land unusable.  Despite these issues, the 
Bestuursopzichter nevertheless recommended that the District Commissioner approve 
Mohsiro‟s request.  Third, on 3 November 2004, the Head of the Land Inspectorate (Dienst 
Grondinspektie) observed that a portion of the land in question had been cultivated while the 
lower portion was forested.  He gave his consent to the allocation of a land lease title to 
Mohsiro.60  Fourth, on 13 April 2005, the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal, Husbandry and 
Fishery approved of the allocation of 171.15 hectares Mohsiro in land lease.61  Last, on 13 
August 2005 the Minister of Natural Resources declared the intent of the State to allocate a 
land lease title for the purpose of agriculture to Mohsiro. This declaration of intent concerns a 
parcel of 171.5 hectares, as indicated on the survey map made by E.S. Devid and dated 26 

                                                 
54  See Annex E(2), Statement of Cornelis Toenaé II. 
55  See Annex E(3) and E(4), Statement of Astrid and Candy Toenaé I. 
56  Annex E(5), Statement by Candy Toenae II 
57  Annex A(7), Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Natural Resources, August 13th, 2005.  See also Letter of the 

Head of the Domain [State Lands] Service, the Head of the Land Inspectorate (Dienst Grondinspektie), 3 
November 2004 (declaring that part of the land concerned has been planted with agricultural crops while the 
lower part is covered with forest, and giving consent to the allocation of the land lease title to Mohsiro. This 
refers to the agricultural crops planted by the Maho community as they are the only persons to have ever 
cultivated the area).  

58  See Annex A(2), Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Natural Resources, 14 August 1991 (referring to 
Mohsiro‟s request for title of 16 March 2001). 

59  See Annex A(5), Letter from the District Commissioner of Saramacca, Mr. R.L. Landburg to the Head of the 
Domain Services, 13 June 2003 (which includes the report of Bestuursopzichter Panday of 28 April 2003.  

60  See Letter of the Head of the Land Inspectorate (Hoofd van de Dienst Grondinspectie), C.A. Roos, to the Head 
of the Domain Service, 3 November 2004, G.I. 1036-01 

61   See Annex A(6), Letter from the Acting Director of the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and 
Fisheries, E. Rozenblad, to the Head of the Domain Services, 13 April 2005. 
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February 1992.62  The land lease title was approved for a (renewable) period of 40 years, the 
maximum allowed by law.63 
 
72. Mohsiro continued to destroy Maho‟s agricultural fields and crops and additional 
death threats were made by persons associated with Mohsiro when community members tried 
to intervene.  In October 2007, Maho‟s pineapple and banana plantations were destroyed by 
Mohsiro as were other recently planted communal agricultural plots.64  Mohsiro announced at 
that time that it was clearing the land for sub-division and allotment in order to sell parcels of 
its titled area for residential purposes.65   
 
73. Maho‟s numerous complaints to the State about the preceding were either ignored or 
did not lead to any conclusive action by the State.66  Indeed, the victims‟ situation became so 
desperate that they commenced a hunger strike in front of the Office of the President in 
Paramaribo on 15 November 2007, as they had announced they would in their 2 November 
2007 petition to the President.67  During the hunger strike, a person claiming to represent 
Mohsiro offered Mr. G. Zaalman, Maho‟s spokesperson, 5,000 Surinamese dollars 
(approximately US$1,850) if he would call off the strike; he refused.68  About a month later 
Mohsiro board members, F. Redan and A. Post, announced to the media that they intended to 
construct a road in Maho‟s lands in order to facilitate agricultural activities.69 
 
b) Mining, Logging and other Individual Title Grants in Maho’s Lands 
 
74. In addition to Mohsiro‟s destructive activities, Maho‟s communal lands and individual 
and collective well-being have also been severely harmed by logging, sand mining and 
additional grants of individual title to non-members.  First, in October 2007, community 
member, Mr. Toefani, witnessed a group of men harvesting timber near the Krobia Creek.70  
He was threatened with bodily harm when he tried to intervene.  Subsequently, Mr. Toefani 
was falsely charged and arrested by the police.71 
   
75. Second, in November 2007, Cornelis Toenaé was approached by the District 
Commissioner of Saramacca, who asked his permission to use 3 hectares of the community‟s 
land for sand mining.72  Toenaé agreed on the condition that the mining would also benefit the 
community.  The District Commissioner consequently promised to install a drainage system 
and to construct a sports field in exchange for the mining, and Mr. Toenaé gave his 
permission.  However, the District Commissioner failed to honour the agreement and the sand 
mining caused serious harm to the community‟s land, turning almost all of the three hectares 
into a deep, water-filled hole.73  This not only rendered the area unusable and dangerous, it 
also has provided an ideal habitat for disease carrying vectors, such as mosquitoes. 
 
76. Third, in June 2008, Maho discovered that a Mr. Dihalhoe was mining sand in its 
communal lands.  It is unknown if this person was authorised by the State, and Maho‟s 
inquiries and complaints in this respect were ignored by the responsible State authorities.  
Cornelis Toenaé and his grandson, Gregory Mussendijk, also reported the mining to the police.  

                                                 
62  See Annex A(7), Ministerial Decree of the Minister of Natural Resources, August 13th, 2005. 
63  Id. 
64  See Annex B(8), Art. 22 Petition from the Villagers of Maho to the President of Suriname, 2 November 2007. 
65  See Annex B(11), Letter from the Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of Indigenous and 

Tribal Peoples in Suriname to the President of Suriname, 12 December 2007; and, Annex D(1), De Ware Tijd, 
16 November 2007: “Indigenous People of Maho on hunger strike”.  

66  See infra Section VII.B.2. 
67  See Annex D(1), De Ware Tijd, 16 November 2007: “Indigenous People of Maho on hunger strike”.  
68  Annex E (8), Statement of Guilliano Zaalman. 
69  See Annex D (3), „De Ware Tijd, 19 November 2007, „Indigenous people of Saramacca have mislead the 

society‟.  
70  See Annex B(8), Art. 22 Petition from the Villagers of Maho to the President of Suriname, 2 November 2007. 
71  Annex E(6), Statement of Ali Toefani. 
72  See Annex A(8), Letter from the District Commissioner of Saramacca, Mrs. M. Ghisaidoobe to Mr. Dihalu 

Dewnarain, 14 November 2007(allowing Mr. Dihalu to mine and transport sand). 
73  See Annex E(7), Statements of Ali Toefani, Cornelis Toenaé and Guilliano Zaalman. 
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A few days later, a police officer came to Maho and explained that he wanted to end the “land 
problem” at Maho and, in order to do so, he needed to make a report listing the damages 
suffered by the community.  He also explained that he needed Cornelis and Candy Toenaé to 
come to the police station, accompanied by Gregory who would be their translator.  All three 
went to the station the next morning.  However, instead of making a report on damages, 
Candy and Cornelis were interrogated and accused of theft and the destruction of machinery 
and materials belonging to Mr. Dihaloe.  Candy and Cornelis refused to sign a confession 
drafted and read out by a police Inspector and were allowed to leave around noon.74  
 
77. Fourth, despite the 1971 reservation of land for the benefit of Maho, and despite its 
traditional ownership rights to this area and the remainder of its communal lands, 
Government maps show that the State continues to entertain and approve new applications for 
land titles within Maho‟s lands, and that additional titles have already been issued.75  For 
example, in November 2008, Astrid Toenaé was confronted by a man called Baboelal or 
Baboeram while she was on her way to her agricultural plot.  Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram was with 
four Government officials, a police man and a surveyor.  He was in the process of cutting a 
boundary line within Maho‟s lands, a line which runs through the community‟s remaining 
agricultural plots.  Ms. Toenaé was informed that Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram had acquired title to 
the land and that the victims were no longer allowed to enter the area.   
 
78. Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram has hired an armed guard to enforce the exclusion of the 
victims‟ from their lands and will not even allow them to cross his titled area in order to reach 
their hunting and farming areas on the other side.  Maho‟s requests for information as well as 
its complaints and petitions about this title have all been ignored by the State.76  Moreover, as 
discussed below, the State has officially declared that Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram is the lawful 
owner of the area in question and that Maho has unlawfully cultivated this area.  In doing so, 
the State was fully aware that this area was claimed as part of Maho‟s traditional lands, and 
simply chose to privilege the title granted to Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram over the rights asserted 
by the community. 
 
79. Last but not least, on 25 March 2009, two men claiming to work for Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram demanded that Astrid Toenaé immediately leave the area titled to Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram.  She explained that she was fishing where her grandparents and 
ancestors had traditionally fished and she would not leave as she had to find food for her 
children.  Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram was called.  He proceeded to take Ms. Toenaé‟s fishing 
equipment and then physically assaulted her. When Astrid still refused to leave, he called the 
police, who later visited her at her home.  The police did not charge Ms. Toenaé, explaining 
that, in their view, Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram had overreacted.  At the same time, the police 
refused to take Ms. Toenaé‟s complaint because, they said, she was illegally on land held under 
title by Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram.  They further informed her that she was prohibited from 
entering the area again. 
 
80. The preceding has had a devastating impact on the indigenous community of Maho.  
Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that Suriname‟s acts and omissions have largely destroyed 
the community given that most of its members have been forced to flee the intolerable living 
conditions at Maho.  Those who have remained have suffered daily attacks on their moral and 
mental integrity and their privacy and family life, and have been denied their right to life with 
dignity.  The victim‟s life, integrity, and mental and physical health have been gravely harmed 
and they are forced to live each day in great uncertainty and danger.  They are denied their 
rights to their ancestral and sacred lands while being compelled to witness and endure the 
forced alienation of these lands in favour of Mohsiro, Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram, and others.  
The quality and productivity of their lands have been substantially degraded by the dam built 
by Mohsiro, by logging activities, by sand mining, by the willful and notorious destruction of 
                                                 
74  See Annex E(9), Statement of Gregory Mussendijk. 
75  See Annex C(2), Map printed in De Ware Tijd, 19 November 2007, „Indigenous people Saramacca have misled 

society‟ 
76  See Annex B, for copies of these complaints and, infra Section VII.B.2. 
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their agricultural fields and crops, and the killing of their livestock.  They are struggling to feed 
themselves and their families and are denied any security over their means of subsistence.  All 
of this is taking place with the active collusion of the local police and local government officials 
and informed acquiescence of other State authorities.    
 
80. Decades of intimidation and threats and instances of physical violence have taken their 
toll on Maho and its members.  Many of the resident and non-resident members of the 
community suffer from physical and mental ailments, which they directly attribute to the 
activities of Mohsiro and others and the absence of any meaningful assistance by the State.  
Cornelis Toenaé and his wife, both grandparents and elderly, suffer from, inter alia, sleep 
deprivation, nightmares and high blood pressure.  They are perpetually anxious and fearful 
and suffer extended periods of depression.  The husband of one of the victims, Mr. Toefani, 
died on 10 December 2008 from high blood pressure, which his surviving kin attribute to 
trauma from years of abuse by Mohsiro and the State.  The Maho community deeply distrusts 
the authorities and believes that it has been and will continue to be victimized by the police 
and other representatives or agents of the State.  They are dismayed that the State repeatedly 
provides assistance to Moshiro and others, to their detriment, and they feel profoundly alone, 
discriminated against, maltreated and defenseless.  As discussed in detail below, their 
decades-long efforts to resolve this matter domestically have been ignored and rebuffed or, 
where the State has taken notice of their complaints, the community has been frustrated at 
every turn.   
 
2)  Maho has Sought and been Denied Recognition and Protection of its Rights 

for Decades 
 
81. Indigenous peoples in Suriname, including the indigenous community of Maho, have 
long sought recognition of their rights in the laws of Suriname.  Their efforts in this respect 
pre-date Suriname‟s independence from The Netherlands in 1975.  The Military coup of 1980, 
approximately 12 years of military rule thereafter, and the 1986-1992 Interior War, effectively 
precluded sustained advocacy on and official complaints about land and resource rights. 
Nonetheless, at the insistence of both indigenous peoples and Maroons, a provision on land 
rights was included in the 1992 Lelydorp Accord, the agreement which formally concluded the 
Interior War.  However, as confirmed by CERD in 2004 and 2009, this provision has not been 
given legislative effect or otherwise implemented.77   
 
82. After the arrival of Stichting Mohsiro in the early 1990s, the Maho community 
recommenced many fruitless years of seeking protection for its rights by complaining to the 
State and by seeking a settlement that could resolve the violations of their rights by the State.  
First, on 21 October 1993, community elder, Cornelis Toenaé, requested that the Minister of 
Natural Resources increase the lands reserved for Maho by transferring the 171.5 hectares held 
by Mohsiro to the community.78  Toenaé also stressed then that the community‟s agricultural 
activities were severely restricted because the 65 hectares reserved on their behalf contains 
mainly swamp land.  In a belated response, on 31 March 1995, the Ministry of Natural 
Resources requested a “sketch-map” showing the desired area.79    
 
83. Second, believing that the community would lose all of its land to Mohsiro and others, 
on 28 March 1995, Cornelis Toenaé submitted an application for an individual land lease title 
(grondhuur).80  There was no response from the State.  In 2008, Toenaé declared that he did 

                                                 
77  Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Suriname, supra, at 

para. 11 (stating that “more than 10 years after the 1992 Peace Accord, the State party has not adopted an 
adequate legislative framework to govern the legal recognition of the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples 
(Amerindians and Maroons) over their lands, territories and communal resources”).   

78  Annex B(1), Letter from Cornelis Toenaé to the Minister of Natural Resources, 21 October 1993. 
79  Annex A(3), Letter of Mr. G.J. Eliazer, Deputy Director Domain Service, Ministry of Natural Resources to 

Mr. Cornelis Toenae, 31 March 1995. 
80  In his complaint of 4 December 2000 to the Minister of Natural Resources (see Annex B2), C. Toenaé refers to 

this application.  
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not understand that he was applying for an individual title and, at any rate, such a title was not 
desirable because it would be incompatible with the culture and way of life of the community.  
As explained above, in 1997, the community made repeated complaints to the police about the 
activities of Moshiro, threats made by Moshiro and violent acts, all to no avail.  Instead, these 
complaints usually resulted in the arrest, arbitrary detention and harassment of community 
members by the police.  Third, on 4 December 2000, Cornelis Toenaé complained to the 
Minister of Natural Resources that Mohsiro had stolen the community‟s lands and requested 
that the Minister withdraw Mohsiro‟s title.81  He also stressed that his prior complaints had 
not led to any action.  
 
84. Fourth, on 4 September 2006, the indigenous communities of Gran Kreek, Columbia 
and Maho jointly sent an urgent complaint to the (new) Minister of Physical Planning, Land, 
and Forestry Management (“Minister of RGB”).82  They asked the Minister to stop or reverse 
the issuance of land titles and resource extraction concessions in their territory and expressed 
a desire to reach a mutually acceptable settlement of all outstanding indigenous land rights 
issues.  They stressed that the land titles and concessions, which concern substantial and 
culturally significant parts of their traditional territory, were issued by the State without their 
participation and consent, and that, because of these titles and concessions, their way of life, 
traditions and culture had been greatly restricted. They received no response. 
 
85. Fifth, on 6 December 2006, Cornelis Toenaé again complained to the Minister of 
RGB.83  In his complaint, he again explained that the community‟s lands have been given to 
others without notification and without the community‟s free, prior and informed consent, 
and that his previous complaints have been ignored.  Sixth, on 11 December 2006, community 
member, Candy Toenaé complained again to the Minister of RGB on behalf of the community 
and stressed that the community was suffering serious and negative impacts.84  He requested 
that the Minister intervene to halt Mohsiro‟s activities because the District Commissioner of 
Saramacca, after numerous requests by the community, had refused to mediate.85  He also 
asked for a meeting with the Minister.  Receiving no response from the Minister, Maho 
contacted the Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname (“VIDS”) in December 
2006 and asked for its assistance.  
 
86. The VIDS succeeded in arranging a meeting with the Minister, which took place on 27 
January 2007.  Candy and Cornelis Toenaé represented the community together with Ms. 
Jacqueline Jubithana, the then-legal officer of the VIDS.  At the meeting, the Minister 
informed the Maho community‟s representatives that he had recently issued a land lease title 
to Mohsiro, but was unaware that this was in the traditional lands of Maho.  In a seeming 
contradiction, he further stated that he had instructed his staff on two occasions to seek the 
advice of the VIDS with respect to Maho, but that this had not happened.  He guaranteed that 
the situation would be thoroughly investigated.  A follow up meeting was held on 12 February 
2007 at Maho‟s request.  At this meeting, the Minister‟s delegate, Mr. Earl Sabajo, reiterated 
the Minister‟s promise that the situation would be investigated.86   
 
87. Seventh, after further aggressive acts and intimidation by Mohsiro, Candy Toenaé 
again submitted a formal complaint to the Minister of RGB on 12 February 2007.  He declared 

                                                 
81  Annex B(2), Letter from Cornelis Toenae to the Minister of Natural Resources, 4 December 2000. 
82   Annex B(3), Letter from the communities of Gran Kreek, Columbia and Maho to the Minister of Physical 

Planning, Land and Forest Management, 04 September 2006. 
83  Annex B(4), Letter from Cornelis Toenaé to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 

6 December 2006. 
84  Annex B(5), Letter from Kenny Toenaé to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 

11 December 2006. 
85  On 30 May 2007, VIDS staff members met with the District Commissioner for Saramacca. The Commissioner 

confirmed that she had attempted to mediate on several occasions in the conflict between Mohsiro and the 
Maho community.  She declared that since Moshiro holds a valid title, the Maho community has no option but 
to respect their rights granted by that title.   

86  Annex B6 Letter from Candy Toenaë to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 12 
February 2007 (containing a report of this meeting with Mr. Sabajo). 
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that it was unacceptable to Maho that titles had been issued to non-members within their 
lands. He requested, as a matter of urgency, the immediate revocation of all existing titles 
within Maho‟s traditional lands and the vesting of title in the name of the community.87  This 
complaint also included a summary record of the 27 January 2007 meeting with the Minister.  
There was no response to this complaint. 
 
88. Another meeting was held on 13 April 2007.  It was attended by a delegate of the 
Minister of RGB (Mr. Armand Karwofodi), two Maho representatives (Candy and Cornelis 
Toenaé), the board of Stichting Mohsiro, and the Director of the VIDS (Ms. Loreen 
Jubithana).88  In the meeting, Mr. Karwofodi proposed that Maho and Mohsiro work together.  
This was rejected by the Maho representatives because Mohsiro‟s past and ongoing 
threatening and violent behaviour had destroyed any confidence that the community may have 
had in collaboration.  At that time, Mohsiro declared that it would not halt its activities, 
including its (ostensibly illegal) plan to sub-divide its title into 167 individual lots for sale to 
others.  
 
89. Eighth, on 5 June 2007, the VIDS, at Maho‟s request, complained again to the Minister 
of RGB.89  Reference was made to the earlier complaints made by Maho and the lack of serious 
action by the State to investigate and resolve the situation, despite the promises made by the 
Minister and his delegate that an investigation was forthcoming.  The VIDS stressed again that 
the State had disregarded the rights of the Maho community when it issued a title to Mohsiro 
and thereafter.  The complaint demanded the immediate revocation of the land lease title 
issued to Mohsiro, a measure that is well within the Minister‟s lawful powers.90  The VIDS also 
proposed that the Ministry issue another title to Mohsiro in an area not traditionally owned by 
indigenous or tribal peoples.  No response was received.  
 
90. Ninth, on 2 November 2007, the Maho community invoked the right of petition 
guaranteed by Article 22 of Suriname‟s Constitution.  Maho requested, again as a matter of 
urgency, that the President direct the Ministry of RGB to immediately revoke the title issued to 
Mohsiro; require Mohsiro to remove all machinery from Maho‟s land; and stop Mohsiro from 
further destroying the community‟s agricultural fields.91  The community additionally 
requested that the State commence a process to legally recognise and regularise the Maho 
community‟s property rights.  The petition also detailed the damage caused by Mohsiro, 
including the destruction of pineapple and banana plants on 4 October 2007, and acts of 
intimidation by Mohsiro staff occurring during the week of 22 October 2007.  The petition also 
referred to the promise of an investigation made by the Minister of RGB and his staff and 
explained that this has not occurred some seven months later.  Finally, the community 
declared that it would be forced to seek alternative means of redress, such as a hunger strike in 
front of the Office of the President, should the State fail to take meaningful action, in 
particular by revoking the title issued to Mohsiro and recognising Maho‟s ownership rights.  
  
91. Receiving no response to the urgent requests made in the Article 22 petition, the 
community sought a meeting with the Office of the President, but were denied and sent 
instead to the Minister of Regional Development (a Ministry which has no authority to grant 
                                                 
87  Annex B(6), Letter from Candy Toenaë to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 12 

February 2007, including summary report of the meeting of 27 January 2007. 
88  See Annex F(1), Minutes of the Meeting between the Ministry of Physical Planning, Land and Forest 

Management, Foundation Moshiro and the VIDS, 13 April 2007. 
89  Annex B(7), Letter from the VIDS to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 5 June 

2007.  
90  See Decree of 15 June 1982, containing regulations with regard to the allocation of domain land (Decree 

Allocation Domain Land), SB 1982, no. 11, (as amended by SB 1990, no. 3 and SB 2003 no.7), at art. 32(1) 
(providing that “The Minister may declare termination of the land lease in whole or in part: (a) if the land lease 
holder does not or does so insufficiently, in the judgment of the Minister, meet the provisions and conditions, 
of general or special character, that are connected with this right or its exercise;  (b) if the land lease holder, to 
the satisfaction of the Minister, within one year after the entry into force of the land lease term, has not started 
utilizing the land in accordance with the goal for which the right was issued, or has not properly met the 
objective during the further course of the term...”). 

91  Annex B(8), Art. 22 Petition from the Villagers of Maho to the President of Suriname, 2 November 2007. 
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the relief requested by Maho).92 This meeting was, predictably, inconclusive.93  The Maho 
community, therefore, commenced a hunger strike in front of the Office of the President, 
explaining that the health and well being of its members and its means of subsistence had 
become so seriously endangered by the activities of Mohsiro and others that they were left 
with no other option.94  The spokesperson for the hunger strikers, Mr. G. Zaalman, explained 
to the press that they had decided to start the hunger strike due to the failure of the State, 
despite numerous opportunities, to address their concerns and respect the community‟s 
rights.95  The hunger strike was widely covered in the media over a number of days. 
 
92. On 16 November 2007, the VIDS again met with the Ministry of RGB, this time with 
Director Frans Kasantaroeno, who announced again that there would be a thorough 
investigation.96  At the same time, he told the media that the Minister of RGB would not meet 
with the hunger strikers.97  The Maho community continued the hunger strike and one of the 
elderly strikers lost consciousness.  The Maho community also issued an „open call for help‟, 
asking all indigenous peoples and organisations, both nationally and internationally, for 
support.98  The community members explained that Mohsiro has been destroying their 
agricultural fields and their crops for close to 17 years as part of its plan to allot its titled area 
for sale to others.  Following this request, the VIDS publicly declared that situation at Maho 
was the collective concern of the entire indigenous community in Suriname.99  
 
93. On 18 November 2007, Maho formally mandated the VIDS to seek a solution for their 
land rights problems and halted the hunger strike.100  Maho declared that its priorities 
included the removal of all heavy and other machinery from its lands and the revocation of the 
title and permits issued by the State to Mohsiro; compensation for material and immaterial 
damages caused by Mohsiro‟s activities, sand mining, logging and infrastructure projects in 
their lands; the legal recognition and protection of the community‟s property rights; and 
protection of the personal and physical security, integrity and dignity of its members.  The 
community also decided that the case should be referred to the Land Rights Commission of 
the Traditional Authorities of the Interior (“LRCTAI”).101  The LRCTAI is a body appointed by 
indigenous and tribal peoples‟ traditional authorities, which was mandated to communicate 
with the now-defunct Presidential Commission on Land Rights. 
 
94. The following day, 19 November 2007, the Minister of RGB gave an interview to the 
national radio station, ABC.  He expressed concern about the Maho situation and stated that if 
the community‟s agricultural fields were being destroyed, action by the State would be 
justified.  When asked for their opinion by the media, Mohsiro board members, F. Redan and 
A. Post, claimed that Maho has misled society because Maho is a Maroon rather than an 
indigenous community.102  As noted above, there is indeed a small Maroon community located 
near the Maho Creek that has also used the name Maho.  However, this community is not in 
the area where Mohsiro has operated and only the Maho indigenous community is affected by 
Mohsiro‟s activities.  
 

                                                 
92  See Annex D(1), De Ware Tijd, 16 November 2007, “Indigenous People of Maho on hunger strike”. 
93  See Annex D(2), Dagblad Suriname, 17 November 2007, „I don‟t interfere with politics‟. 
94  See Annex F(5), Press Release, Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of Indigenous and 

Tribal Peoples in Suriname, 12 December 2007. 
95  See Annex D(1), De Ware Tijd, 16 November 2007: “Indigenous People of Maho on hunger strike”.  
96  Id. 
97  Id. 
98  Annex F(2), Very Urgent Request by Maho Community, 16 November 2007. 
99  Annex D(4), Dagblad Suriname, 21 November 2007, „VIDS Delegation Pays Visit to Indigenous Village Maho‟.  

The LRCTAI is a body established and appointed by the traditional authorities of indigenous and tribal 
peoples. Its mandate is to interact with the now-defunct Presidential Commission on Land Rights, appointed 
by the President of Suriname in 2006.  See Establishment of a Land Rights Commission, Presidential Order of 
04 January 2006 (containing the terms of reference of this commission).  

100  Annex B(9), Statement of Maho, 18 November 2007.  
101  Annex D(4), Dagblad Suriname, 21 November 2007, „VIDS Delegation Pays Visit to Indigenous Village Maho‟. 
102  See Annex D(3), De Ware Tijd, 19 November 2007, „Indigenous people of Saramacca have mislead the 

society‟. 
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95. Tenth, on 26 November 2007, the LRCTAI publicly proclaimed that immediate, urgent 
and decisive action was required to protect the Maho community.103  It formally requested that 
the State: immediately revokes Mohsiro‟s title; recognize and protects the rights of all 
indigenous and tribal peoples and their communities in conformity with Suriname‟s 
international obligations; and compensates the community for all prior and extant violations 
of its rights.  This urgent appeal was addressed to the President, all members of the National 
Assembly and the Council of Ministers, and was also released to the media in the form of a 
press release.104  
 
96. On 27 November 2007, a meeting was held at the request of the community.  It was 
attended by the Minister of RGB and two of his staff, two delegates of the Ministry of Regional 
Development, a delegation of the LRCTAI, and a delegation from Maho.  The LRCTAI again 
requested that the Minister of RGB revoke the title issued to Mohsiro, stressed the need for 
urgent action and recalled the numerous complaints submitted by Maho since the early 1990s, 
all objecting to violations of their rights in connection with the activities of Mohsiro and 
others.  The meeting concluded with a recitation of the agreements reached during the 
meeting, including that:  
 

 the Minister of RGB will suspend Mohsiro‟s title that week and will ask Mohsiro to 
suspend all activities affecting Maho;  

 the LRCTAI will receive a copy of the Ministerial order suspending Mohsiro‟s title;  

 an investigation by a team consisting of Ministry staff and members of the LRCTAI will 
be undertaken without delay; 

 the LRCTAI will prepare an inventory of all alleged damages; and 

 the Minister will prepare a report on the situation in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery, which will be completed within three 
weeks from the date of the meeting.105  

 
97. Eleventh, following the meeting of 27 November, the LRCTAI submitted another 
complaint to the Minister of RGB on 3 December 2007.  It contains a summary of the meeting 
and again requested urgent action to protect the rights of the Maho community by, inter alia, 
revoking the title held by Mohsiro.106  The LRCTAI stressed that, despite the agreements 
reached in the meeting of 27 November, the order suspending Mohsiro‟s title (beschikking 
voor opschorting in Dutch) had yet to be issued and Mohsiro had restarted its activities, 
including by using heavy machinery that had caused new and further damage to the 
community‟s lands.  Finally, the LRCTAI explained that Mohsiro was not using its title for the 
purposes for which it was issued (agriculture) and that this was sufficient grounds, pursuant to 
extant Surinamese law, to immediately revoke its title and permits.107  
 
98. Twelfth, on 12 December 2007, the LRCTAI sent an urgent complaint at Maho‟s 
request to the Office of the President, the Minister of RGB and the Minister of Regional 
Development.  Once again, the complaint demanded an immediate halt to the ongoing 
violations of the Maho community‟s rights.108  The LRCTAI also referred to the 27 November 
2007 meeting with the Minister of RGB and the State‟s ongoing failure to honour the 

                                                 
103  Annex F(3), Declaration of the Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of Indigenous and 

Tribal Peoples, 26 November 2007. 
104  Annex F(5), Press Release, Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of Indigenous and Tribal 

Peoples in Suriname, 12 December 2007. 
105  See Annex F(4), Minutes of the meeting between Minister M. Jong Tjien Fa and the Land Rights Commission 

of the Traditional Authorities and the representatives of Maho regarding the case of Maho, 27 November 2007. 
See also Annex D(5), De Ware Tijd, 28 November 2007, „Jong Tjien Fa suspends Permit Mohsiro‟, (containing 
a statement by Minister M. Jong Tjien Fa during a press conference following the meeting). 

106  Annex B(10), Letter of the Land Rights Commission to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest 
Management, 3 December 2007. 

107  See Decree of 15 June 1982, containing regulations with regard to the allocation of domain land (Decree 
Allocation Domain Land), supra. 

108  Annex B(11), Letter from the Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of Indigenous and Tribal 
Peoples in Suriname to the President of Suriname, 12 December 2007. 
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agreements made in that meeting.  It explained that the title had yet to be suspended despite 
the Minister‟s promise to do so no later than 02 December; that Mohsiro‟s bulldozers were 
clearing forest from the Maho community‟s lands and had further destroyed many of their 
remaining agricultural fields; and that the Minister was aware that Mohsiro was clearing the 
land prior to the sub-division of its title for sale as individual plots in direct contravention of 
the conditions pertaining to its title.  On 19 December 2007, the press reported that Mohsiro‟s 
title remained valid and that it continued to deforest the Maho community‟s lands with heavy 
machinery.109  
 
99. The destruction of Maho‟s lands continued apace in the first months of 2008 as did the 
intimidation of the community by Mohsiro.  Further enquiries to the Ministry of RGB went 
unanswered until 7 May 2008, when another meeting was held with Ministry of RGB staff to 
again discuss the situation.  At that time, the Ministry made no promises to investigate and 
correct the situation.110  The Ministry did however reveal the results of its visit to Maho of 05 
March 2008.  Among others, the Ministry observed and concluded that: the area reserved for 
Maho is mostly swamp that is unsuited to agriculture; Maho is “completely surrounded by 
third parties and there is no possibility at all to go hunting or fishing, etc.;” Mohsiro has failed 
to comply with the conditions of its title; the Maho community is “completely restricted in 
their livelihood;” and, finally, that “[t]here is a case of violation of human rights.”111  
 
100. In June 2008, the police arrested Candy and Cornelis Toenaé on the basis of a 
complaint filed by Mohsiro.  They were released after questioning and formally warned not to 
interfere with Mohsiro‟s operations.  At the same time, the community attempted to file a 
complaint against Mohsiro with the police. This complaint was summarily rejected without 
any stated reason. 
 
101. Thirteenth, on 14 July 2008, the LRCTAI submitted another complaint to the Minister 
of RGB on Maho‟s behalf.  In addition to complaining about the ongoing situation at Maho, 
the complaint also raised concern about the increasing levels of intimidation and violence 
against community members and failure of the police to assist the community.112  No response 
was received.  Fourteenth, on 22 October 2008, Maho complained to the District 
Commissioner of Saramacca about a permit for sand mining granted to a Mr. Dihalhoe within 
the 65 hectares reserved for Maho.  Again no response is received. 
 
102. Fifteenth, on 4 November 2008, Maho submitted another complaint to the Minister of 
RGB and proposed an interim solution aimed at mitigating violations of the community‟s 
rights.  The complaint also requested information about the investigation and other measures 
promised by the Minister in the 27 November 2007 meeting.113  Sixteenth, having received no 
response to follow up enquiries to the complaint of 4 November 2008, the VIDS submitted an 
urgent complaint at Maho‟s request on 7 November 2008.114  Again, no response was received.      
 
103. Seventeenth, on 30 January 2009, the victims‟ submitted another petition in 
accordance with Article 22 of the Suriname Constitution.  The petition was submitted to the 
Office of the President and complained again about the situation at Maho, including the 
                                                 
109  Annex D(6), De Ware Tijd, 12 December 2007, „Traditional Authority of The Interior: Human Rights 

Violations Against Maho Must End‟. 
110  See Annex F(6), Minutes of the meeting with the Ministry of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management 

regarding Maho, 7 May 2008. 
111  Id. at p. 1-2 (further explaining that “the Minister was advised to declare that Foundation Mohsiro was in 

default and to return the land to the domain of the State and to allow Maho to use the area to provide for their 
subsistence” – in other words, to withdraw Mohsiro‟s title). 

112  Annex B(13), Letter from the Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of the Indigenous and 
Tribal Peoples in Suriname, to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 14 July 
2008. 

113  Annex B(15), Letter from the Land Rights Commission of the Traditional Authorities of the Indigenous and 
Tribal Peoples in Suriname, to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 4 November 
2008. 

114  Annex B(17), Letter from the VIDS to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest Management, 7 
November 2008. 
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desperate situation of its residents.115  Eighteenth, on the same day, another formal, 
constitutional petition was submitted to the Minister of RGB.116  Nineteenth, on 19 February 
2009, Maho submitted another petition pursuant to Article 22 of the Suriname Constitution.  
In addition to complaining again about Mohsiro, it also complained about the sand mining 
activities undertaken by Mr. Dihalhoe and an individual title issued to Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram.117  No response has been received to any of these petitions to date.    
 
104. While the State failed to formally respond to the petitions cited in the previous 
paragraph, phone calls to the Ministry of RGB by the VIDS resulted in a short visit to Maho by 
Mr. Armand Karwofodi and Mr. Nardo Aloeman, both officers at the Ministry.  They ordered 
Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram to refrain from using his bulldozer to clear the land for one week 
while they investigated who owned the land in question.  In January 2009, they declared that 
Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram was the legal owner because he held a title issued by the State.  They 
further declared that the Maho community was unlawfully using Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram‟s 
land for agricultural activities.  
 
105. Twentieth, on 16 July 2009, a complaint was submitted to the State‟s Geological 
Mining Service requesting information and complaining about sand mining operations within 
the land reserved to Maho.  The complaint included as an annex the statement of approval for 
sand mining issued by the District Commissioner of Saramacca which was dated 14 November 
2007.118  No response was received.  Finally, on 28 July 2009, a complaint was submitted to 
the Public Prosecutions Department of the Ministry of Justice requesting an additional 
investigation into a land title issued to Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram.119  Again no response was 
received and the community was forced to conclude that it was impossible to secure respect 
for and protection of its rights in Suriname.  It therefore mandated the VIDS to immediately 
take steps to seek the protection of the inter-American human rights protection organs. 
 
106. The preceding demonstrates that Maho has gone to considerable and extreme lengths 
to seek protection for its rights.  It also demonstrates that the State has failed to provide the 
community with any meaningful assistance and has failed to adopt any measures that could 
provide effective protection for the victims‟ individual and collective rights.  Instead, State 
agents have actively supported Mohsiro and others as they destroyed Maho‟s means of 
subsistence, threatened and attacked community members and, generally, caused irreparable 
harm to their moral and mental integrity and the integrity and sustainability of the 
community‟s traditional lands.  These violations rise to the level of denying the victims‟ their 
right to life with dignity.  As discussed in the following sections, the same disregard for the 
rights of indigenous peoples runs through the laws of Suriname, which fail to recognize and 
protect the victims‟ rights and contain provisions that negate and impair the exercise and 
enjoyment thereof.  Indeed, Suriname‟s laws routinely and comprehensively privilege the 
rights of persons holding title or permits issued by the State over the victims‟ internationally 
guaranteed property and other rights.   
 
3) Lack of Recognition for Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Suriname’s Law and 

Practice 
 
a) Constitution and Land Laws 
 
107. Article 41 of Suriname‟s 1987 Constitution states that, “Natural riches and resources 
are property of the state and shall be used for economic, social and cultural development. The 

                                                 
115  Annex B(18), Art. 22 Petition from the VIDS to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest 

Management, 30 January 2009. 
116  Id. 
117  Annex B(19), Art. 22 Petition from the VIDS to the Minister of Physical Planning, Land and Forest 

Management, 19 February 2009. 
118  Annex B(20), Letter from the VIDS to the Deputy Director of the Geological Mining Service, 16 July 2009. 
119  Annex B(21), Letter from the indigenous community of Maho, to the Procurator General, Mr. S. Punwasi, 28 
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state shall have the inalienable right to take complete possession of natural resources, in order 
to apply them to the needs of economic, social and cultural development of Suriname.”  
Pursuant to Article 186 of the 1987 Constitution, Article 41 came into force on 30 October 
1987.  The Constitution as a whole was officially published on 18 December 1987 thereby 
completing the legal process required to adopt the new Constitution.  The rights of indigenous 
peoples or their communities to their lands, territories and resources, or otherwise, are not 
explicitly recognized in nor guaranteed by the 1987 Constitution.   
 
108. Article 34 of the 1987 Constitution provides for a right to the enjoyment of property.  
This article is set forth in Chapter VI on Social, Cultural and Economic Rights and Obligations 
and provides in pertinent part that 
 

1. Property, of the community as well as of the private person, shall fulfill a social 
function. Everyone has the right to undisturbed enjoyment of his property subject to 
the limitations which stem from the law.  
2. Expropriation shall take place only in the general interest, pursuant to rules to be 
laid down by law and against compensation guaranteed in advance.  
 

109. This article however does not apply to indigenous peoples because their traditional 
forms of land tenure are not classified as property under Surinamese law.120  Even if it did 
apply to indigenous peoples, this provision is non-justiciable pursuant to the 1992 amendment 
to Article 137 of Constitution, which limits the jurisdiction of the courts in constitutional 
matters to those guarantees contained in Articles 8-23 in the chapter on fundamental rights.121 
 
110. Almost all land in the interior of Suriname (the area inhabited by indigenous and tribal 
peoples) is presently classified as State-owned land.122  As the State is considered in law to be 
the owner of these lands, all rights to land in Suriname law must derive from a valid grant 
issued by the State.123  Indigenous peoples, who cannot show title issued by the State, are 
therefore regarded as merely permissive occupiers of state land without effective rights or title 
thereto.124   
 
111. The primary legislation in Suriname concerning state land, the military-era L-Decrees 
of 1981-82, provides that  
 

4(1) In allocating domainland [State-owned land], the rights of the tribal Bushnegroes 
and Indians to their villages, settlements and forest plots will be respected, provided that 
this is not contrary to the general interest; 
(2) General interest includes the execution of any project within the framework of an 
approved development plan.125 

 

                                                 
120  Decree L-1 of 15 June 1982, containing basic principles concerning Land Policy, SB 1982, no. 10, Explanatory 

note, at 13.  See also Explanatory note to art. 1 of the Agrarian Ordinance, Annex, Colonial States, 1935-1936, 
5.2; and E-R. Kambel & F. MacKay, The Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Maroons in Suriname, IWGIA Doc. 
96, Copenhagen, 1999, at 144. 

121  Article 137 of the Constitution as amended in 1992 provides that: “Insofar as the judge considers the 
application of a legal rule in the particular case brought before him to be contrary to one or more constitutional 
rights mentioned in Chapter V, the application in that case shall be declared unwarranted by him;” whereas 
prior provision provided that: “[i]nsofar as the judge considers the application of a legal rule in the particular 
case brought before him to be contrary to one or more constitutional rights, he declares that application 
unwarranted in that case.” 

122  See for instance Quintus Bosz, A.J.A., Drie Eeuwen Grondpolitiek in Suriname [Three Centuries of Land 
Policies in Suriname], Paramaribo, 1980; E-R. Kambel & F. MacKay, The Rights of Indigenous Peoples and 
Maroons in Suriname, IWGIA Doc. 96, Copenhagen, 1999; and, J. Nelson, „Recht en Grond‟ [Law and Land]. 
In: Kanhai & Nelson (eds), Strijd om grond in Suriname [The Struggle for land in Suriname], 1993. 

123  Decree L-1 of 15 June 1982, containing basic principles concerning Land Policy, SB 1982, no. 10, Art. 1, (“All 
land, to which others have not proven right of ownership, is domain of the State”).  

124  Id. 
125  Id. at Art. 4. 
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112. According to this provision‟s explanatory note, it is “a requirement of justice that in 
allocating domain land, [the] de facto rights to those areas [upon which tribal communities 
depend for their livelihood] shall be taken into account as much as possible.”126  Use of the 
term „de facto rights‟ in the explanatory note serves to distinguish these „rights‟ from the legal 
(de jure) rights accorded to holders of real title issued by the state. 
 
113. The exception related to the general interest quoted above is so broad that indigenous 
peoples‟ „de facto rights‟ will always be superceded by any action that the State deems in the 
public interest, including any activity, specific or general, included in a development plan.  The 
effect is to substantially limit the rights of indigenous peoples to the point that they become 
meaningless.  Also, classification of an activity as being in the general interest is a non-
justiciable political question that cannot be challenged in the judicial system.   
 
114. Further, indigenous peoples‟ „de facto rights‟ only apply to their villages, settlements 
and forest (meaning agricultural) plots and therefore does not include areas not presently 
cultivated – indigenous peoples practice rotational cultivation, which requires extended fallow 
periods over large areas – waters, hunting, fishing and gathering areas, and sites of religious 
or cultural significance if these are located outside of the specified areas.  This excludes a 
priori large areas from the purview of even the rudimentary and illusory protections provided 
by legislation. It also fails to account for and protect indigenous peoples‟ traditional land 
tenure systems, customary laws and values.   
 
115. Article 4 of Decree L-1 Containing Basic Principles Concerning Land Policy, quoted 
above, does not provide a mechanism for regularizing and securing indigenous peoples‟ 
property rights.  It merely purports to limit the areas of state-owned lands that may be granted 
to third parties for activities not falling within the „general interest‟ exception.  In practice, this 
provision provides no protection at all because it is the jurisprudence constante of the 
Suriname judiciary that a grant of a real title will supercede any „de facto right‟ asserted by 
indigenous peoples, even if the grant is within the residential area of an indigenous village.127  
Two of these cases are discussed in the Reports 09/06128 and 76/07,129 adopted by the 
Commission, and in the judgment of the Court in Saramaka People.130 
 
b) Disregard for Indigenous peoples’ Rights in Suriname’s Land Titling 

Procedures 
 
116. The Maho indigenous community does not presently hold title to its traditional lands 
and resources, and there is no mechanism in Surinamese law to allow them to obtain effective 
and communal title.  This is also the case for all indigenous and tribal peoples and 
communities in Suriname: not one holds any form of collective title to their traditional 
territories or any part thereof.  This is the case despite the 2005 Moiwana Village and 2007 
Saramaka People judgments of the Inter-American Court, both ordering that Suriname 
adopts legislative and other mechanisms in order to grant collective title to indigenous and 
tribal peoples. 
 
117. Under the L-Decrees of 1982, every Surinamese citizen and specified legal persons are 
entitled to request a piece of unencumbered state land.  The same also applies to indigenous 
individuals.  However, this procedure provides no relief for Maho.  The title issued under this 

                                                 
126  Decree L-1, 1982, Explanatory note, at 13. 
127   See for example Tjang A Sjin v. Zaalman and Others, Cantonal Court, First Canton, Paramaribo, 21 May 1998 

(holding that real title to land will void any interest claimed by indigenous peoples on the basis of traditional 
occupation and use); and, Celientje Martina Joeroeja-Koewie et al v. Suriname & Suriname Stone & 
Industries N.V., A.R. no. 025350, Cantonal Court, First Canton, Paramaribo, 24 July 2003 (holding that an 
indigenous community lacked “competence” to challenge the grant of a sand mining concession (constituting a 
real property right under the Mining Act) within the confines of the village itself).  

128  Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, para. 251-53. 
129  Report No. 76/07, The Kaliña and Lokono Peoples (Suriname), supra, at para. 21.   
130  Saramaka People v. Suriname, supra, para. 176-85 citing Tjang A Sjin v. Zaalman and Others, and Celientje 

Martina Joeroeja-Koewie et al v. Suriname & Suriname Stone & Industries. 
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procedure – the only form of title to land that can be obtained in Suriname – is leasehold 
(grondhuur in Dutch).131  Grondhuur is a revocable,132 15-40 year lease of state-owned land133 
that “is issued unilaterally by the State,”134 and for which the lessee is required to pay rent to 
the State.135 
 
118. Grondhuur titles can be held only by recognized legal persons, which are limited to 
individuals, corporate bodies or registered foundations.136  Indigenous peoples, their 
communities or other traditional land holding entities are not recognized as legal persons for 
the purposes of holding title.  This was confirmed by the Court in Moiwana Village137 and 
Saramaka People,138 by the Commission in Twelve Saramaka Clans.139 
 
VIII. STATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE VIOLATION OF THE MAHO 

COMMUNITY’S HUMAN RIGHTS 
 
119. This section of the petition summarizes the facts proven above and the legal 
foundations for the conclusion that Suriname has violated Articles 3, 4(1), 5(1), 13, 21 and 25 
of the American Convention, all in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the same, to the 
detriment of the Maho indigenous community.  Suriname is internationally responsible and 
liable for these violations.     
 
A.  PRELIMINARY 
 
120. The jurisprudence of the inter-American human rights system acknowledges that the 
American Convention should be interpreted and applied in the context of developments in the 
field of international human rights law and with due regard to relevant rules of international 
law applicable to respondent states.140  In relation to this, the Commission and the Court have 
referred to Article 29(b) of the Convention, which provides that “No provision of this 
Convention shall be interpreted as: … restricting the enjoyment or exercise of any right or 
freedom recognized by virtue of the laws of any State Party or by virtue of another convention 
to which one of the said states is a party.”  The Commission and the Court have also 
emphasized the need to take into account the evolution of international legal protection for the 
rights of indigenous peoples when interpreting the Convention.141    

                                                 
131  According to the Surinamese legislation, “[t]he right of land lease is a real right to have the free enjoyment of a 

piece of domain land [State-owned land] under the requirement to utilize the land in accordance with the goal 
and provisions awarded by the State at the time of allocation.”  Decree of 15 June 1982, containing regulations 
with regard to the allocation of domain land (Decree Allocation Domain Land), SB 1982, no. 11, (as amended 
by SB 1990, no. 3 and SB 2003 no.7), at art. 14(1). 

132   Decree of 15 June 1982, containing general principles concerning Land Policy (Decree Principles Land 
Policy), SB 1982, no. 10 (as amended by SB 1983 no. 103 and SB 2003 no. 8), art. 9(2) – “After lapse of this 
period, an extension of the same duration will be granted, unless the conditions under which the land was 
issued are no longer met, or it is against the general interest.”  See also Decree Allocation Domain Land, id. 
art. 32(1), supra.  

133  Decree Principles Land Policy id. at art. 9(1) and; Decree Allocation Domain Land, art. 14(3) – “The term of 
the right will be determined at the time of allocation for, at a minimum, fifteen and at most forty years.”  

134   Id. at art. 14(1). 
135   Decree Principles Land Policy, art. 6(3) – “For the use of domain land, regardless of its objective or issued 

under whatever title [land lease or personal], the State will receive remunerations to be established by decree” 
– and, Decree Allocation Domain Land, art. 14(2). 

136   Decree Allocation Domain Land, art. 2 – “Rights to acquire domain land, as mentioned in articles 6(1) and 
6(2) of the 'Decree Principles Land Policy' can only be granted to: a. Surinamers, who live in Suriname;  b. 
Corporations, legal persons and foundations [stichting] if they are established under Surinamese law and are 
based in Suriname.” 

137  Moiwana Village, supra, para. 86(5). 
138  Saramaka People v. Suriname, supra, para. 164-75. 
139   Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, para. 230. 
140  Massacres of Ituango v. Colombia, 1 July 2006. Series C No. 148, para. 155-56, 179; Yakye Axa Indigenous 

Community v. Paraguay, supra, para. 124-31 and; Tibi v. Ecuador, 7 September of 2004. Series C No. 114, 
para. 144. 

141  See inter alia, Report 36/00, Case 11.101, “Caloto” Massacre (Colombia), 31 April 2000, para. 38-41, at 41; 
Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, and, Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Case, supra, para. 148. See also 
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121. The Commission has also stated on a number of occasions that the rights guaranteed 
by the American Convention “must be interpreted and applied in connection with indigenous 
peoples with due consideration of the principles relating to protection of traditional forms of 
property and cultural survival and of the rights to lands, territories, and natural resources.”142  
Additionally, the Commission and Court have held that, “it is indispensable that States grant 
effective protection that takes into account [indigenous peoples‟] particularities, their 
economic and social characteristics, as well as their especially vulnerable situation, their 
customary law, values, customs and mores.”143   
 
B.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE MAHO COMMUNITY’S RIGHT TO PROPERTY 
 
122. The Maho community‟s traditional patterns of occupation and use of its lands, territory 
and resources correspond with a system of customary rules and norms that determines rights 
and entitlements among the three indigenous communities of the Saramacca District as well 
as among the members thereof.  This customary land tenure system, which vests paramount 
ownership of territory in the Saramacca River Kaliña indigenous people collectively, and 
subsidiary rights to lands in the three villages and their members, embodies a property regime 
and a form of property that is protected by Article 21 of the American Convention.   
 
123. Suriname has failed to recognize, secure and protect the victims‟ property rights in law 
and practice.  Suriname has further disregarded these rights by unilaterally issuing individual 
titles in the victims‟ lands; by authorizing, allowing and/or tolerating destructive land clearing, 
dam building, logging and sand mining operations therein; and in connection with the related 
and ongoing effects caused by these acts and omissions.  Therefore, it has violated Article 21 in 
conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention 
 
1) Suriname is obligated to recognize, secure and protect the property rights of 

the Maho Community and has failed to comply with this obligation 
 
124. Article 21 of the American Convention guarantees the right to property and establishes 
that everyone “has the right to the use and enjoyment of his property.”  The Court explains 
that „property‟ includes material things that can be possessed “as well as any right which may 
be part of a persons patrimony; that concept includes all moveables and immovables, 
corporeal and incorporeal elements and any other intangible object capable of having 
value.”144  The Commission further explains that the right to property “implies the right to 
dispose of … goods in any legal way, to possess them, use them, and prevent any other person 
from interfering with [the] enjoyment of this right. This right covers all a person‟s proprietary 
assets, that is to say, those that have to do with material goods as well as intangible goods that 
are capable of value (susceptible de valor).”145     
 
125. The Commission and the Court have repeatedly held that Article 21 protects 
indigenous peoples‟ collective property rights; that states parties to the Convention have 
positive, special and concrete obligations to recognize, restore, secure and protect indigenous 

                                                                                                                                                           
Jurisprudencia sobre Derechos de los Pueblos Indígenas en el Sistema Interamericano de Derechos 
Humanos, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.120, Doc. 43, 9 September 2004. 

142  Report No. 75/02, Case Nº 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), Dec. 27, 2002. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.116, 
Doc. 46, para. 129-31; and Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, para. 175. 

143  Yakye Axa, supra, at para. 63.  The judgments of the Court in the Bámaca Velasquez, Aloeboetoe and 
Mayagna cases additionally call attention to the “importance of taking into account certain aspects of the 
customs of the indigenous peoples of the Americas for purposes of application of the American Convention on 
Human Rights.  See Bamaca Velasquez, Judgment of 25 November 2000. Series C No. 70, para. 81; Mayagna 
(Sumo) Awas Tingni Case, supra, para. 149; and Aloeboetoe et al. Case, Reparations, Judgment of 10 
September 1993. Series C No. 15, para. 62. 

144  Ivcher Bronstein Case, Judgment of 6 February 2001. Series C No. 74, at para. 122.  See also Mayagna (Sumo) 
Awas Tingni Case, supra, at para. 144. 

145  Report No. 90/05, Alejandra Marcela Matus Acuňa Et Al, October 24, 2005, at para. 51, citing, Ivcher 
Bronstein, id. 
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peoples‟ property rights; and that states parties incur international liability if they fail to 
comply with these obligations.146  These rights, which have an autonomous meaning in 
international law, arise from, but are not limited by, indigenous peoples‟ own laws and forms 
of land tenure, and exist as valid and enforceable rights irrespective of formal recognition by 
the states‟ legal systems.147   
 
126. In the 2004 Maya Indigenous Communities Case, for example, the Commission 
observed that “the jurisprudence of the system has acknowledged that the property rights of 
indigenous peoples are not defined exclusively by entitlements within a state‟s formal legal 
regime, but also include that indigenous communal property that arises from and is grounded 
in indigenous custom and tradition.”148  Likewise, the Court observed in Sawhoyamaxa that 
its jurisprudence holds that traditional possession by indigenous peoples has the equivalent 
effect of full title granted by the State and gives indigenous peoples the right to demand the 
official recognition of their land and its registration.149 
 
127. Similarly, finding that “Indigenous peoples‟ customary law must be especially taken 
into account,” the Court held in the Mayagna Case that, “[a]s a result of customary practices, 
possession of land should suffice for indigenous communities lacking real title to property of 
the land to obtain official recognition of that property, and for consequent registration.”150  It 
ordered, among others, that “the State must adopt the legislative, administrative, and any 
other measures required to create an effective mechanism for delimitation, demarcation, and 
titling of the property of indigenous communities, in accordance with their customary law, 
values, customs and mores.”151  
 
128. Indigenous peoples‟ property rights are also inextricably interrelated with and inter-
dependent on a series of other basic human rights.

152
  For example, the Commission explained 

in 2006 that the inter-American human rights system attaches  
 

special importance to protection of the right of indigenous peoples to own their 
ancestral territories because its effective protection implies not only protection of an 
economic unit, but protection of the human rights of a collective unit whose 
economic, social, and cultural development is based on its relation to the land. The 
Commission has long argued that protecting the culture of tribal peoples includes 
preservation of factors related to the organization of production, which includes, 
inter alia, the question of ancestral and communal lands.153   

 
129. In Saramaka People, the Court explained that indigenous peoples‟ property rights 
must be interpreted so as not to restrict their right to self-determination, by virtue of which 
indigenous peoples may “freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” and 

                                                 
146  See inter alia Report No. 75/02, Case Nº 11.140, Mary and Carrie Dann (United States), Dec. 27, 2002. 

OEA/Ser.L/V/II.116, Doc. 46, para. 131; Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, para. 175; Yakye Axa Case, supra; 
Moiwana Village Case, supra and; Sawhoyamaxa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, 29 March 2006. 
Series C No. 146, para. 127.  

147  Sawhoyamaxa, id. para. 248; Case 11.577, Awas Tingni Indigenous Community (Nicaragua), Annual report of 
the IACHR 1999. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.102, Doc.6 rev., (Vol. II), April 16, 1999, p. 1067, para. 108. See also Art. 
XVIII, Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved by the IACHR in 1997. 

148   Report No. 40/04, Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District, Case 12.053 (Belize), 12 October 
2004, at para. 117. 

149  Sawhoyamaxa Case, supra, at para. 128 
150  Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Case, supra, at para. 151. 
151  Id. at para. 164. 
152  See for instance Mary and Carrie Dann supra, at para. 128 (observing that “continued utilization of traditional 

collective systems for the control and use of territory are in many instances essential to the individual and 
collective well-being, and indeed the survival of, indigenous peoples”); and Yakye Axa Indigenous Community 
vs Paraguay Case. Judgment of June 17, 2005. Series C No. 125, at para. 146 (explaining that “indigenous 
territorial rights encompass a broader and different concept that relates to the collective right to survival as an 
organized people, with control over their habitat as a necessary condition for reproduction of their culture, for 
their own development and to carry out their life aspirations”). 

153  Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, at para. 180. 
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may “freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources.”154  The Court further explained that 
this supports an interpretation of Article 21 “to the effect of calling for the right of members of 
indigenous and tribal communities to freely determine and enjoy their own social, cultural and 
economic development….”155      
 
130. In line with this interpretation of Article 21, the Court explicitly ordered in Saramaka 
People that legislative recognition of territorial rights also must include recognition of the 
“right to manage, distribute, and effectively control such territory, in accordance with their 
customary laws and traditional collective land tenure system.”156  The Court thus affirms that, 
in order to freely determine, pursue and enjoy their own development, indigenous and tribal 
peoples have the right, effectuated through their own institutions,157 to make decisions about 
how best to use their lands and territory; that they have a right to effectively control, manage 
and distribute their natural wealth and resources “without outside interference.”158  
Suriname‟s failure to recognize and secure the Maho indigenous community‟s property rights 
also disregards and violates these interrelated and interdependent rights. 
 
131. Article 21 read in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention requires that 
Suriname adopts affirmative measures to guarantee and secure the collective rights of the 
Maho community, inter alia, to the ownership and control of its traditional lands and 
resources.159  This includes the establishment of legal mechanisms for clarifying, securing and 
protecting these property rights, and amending or modifying any domestic laws that hinder, 
impede or negate the full enjoyment of their property rights.  Additionally, the interpretation, 
recognition and implementation of said property rights cannot be divorced from other rights 
that are fundamentally interrelated therewith, including the right to self-determination.     
 
132. The facts of the instant case conclusively demonstrate that Suriname has failed to 
recognize, secure and protect the property rights of the Maho community.  Suriname‟s laws do 
not recognize the victims‟ property rights and there is no mechanism, legislative, 
administrative or otherwise, that serves to secure their rights in law or practice.  Suriname‟s 
laws and institutions also fail to recognize the victims‟ legal personality, rendering them 
incapable of holding and seeking protection for their rights.  Similarly, there is no recognition 
or protection of the other rights that are fundamentally interrelated with indigenous peoples‟ 
property rights.   
 
133. The 65 hectares of land reserved to the District Commissioner of Saramacca in 1971 for 
the benefit of Maho cannot be considered to be a valid recognition and regularization of the 
Maho community‟s property rights.  First, the reservation has no legal status under extant law, 
no title has been issued, and the land has never been formally registered or surveyed with 
participation by the community.  Second, the reservation of 65 hectares in no way took into 
account the victims‟ traditional tenure system, customary laws, culture, values or needs.  

                                                 
154  Saramaka People v. Suriname, supra, at para. 93. 
155  Id. at para. 95.  See also Proposed American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved by the 

Commission in 1997, Art. XV(1).  See also Consolidated Text of the Draft Declaration Prepared by the Chair of 
the Working Group, OEA/Ser.K/XVI, GT/DADIN/doc.139/03,17 June 2003, Art. III. 

156  Id. at para. 194 and 214(7).  See also UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 13 September 2007, 
Art. 26(2) (providing that “Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, 
territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or 
use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired”). 

157  See UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 4 (providing that “Indigenous peoples, in 
exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating 
to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their autonomous functions”).  The 
Court has also highlighted the importance of the preservation of indigenous peoples‟ communal structures and 
modes of self-governance in Plan de Sánchez Massacre. Judgment of 19 November 2004, Series C No 105, 
para. 85 and Yatama v. Nicaragua, Judgment of 23 June 2005. Ser C No. 127.  

158  Saramaka People v. Suriname, at para. 115 (stating that “the State‟s legal framework merely grants the 
members of the Saramaka people a privilege to use land, which does not guarantee the right to effectively 
control their territory without outside interference”). 

159  Inter alia Report on Admissibility and Merits No. 09/06 on the Case of the Twelve Saramaka Clans; 2 March 
2006, para. 195. 
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Indeed, as proven herein, the 65 hectares is merely a small part of the victims‟ traditional 
lands and is not suited for the vast majority of their subsistence and cultural needs and 
practices because it is composed mostly of swamp land.  Third, the victims‟ were not consulted 
about and nor did they participate in the decision making process that resulted in the 
reservation of 65 hectares.160  Finally, the reservation in no way provides the victims‟ with 
effective control over their lands, a conclusion best evidenced by the fact that non-consensual 
mining and logging operations have taken place therein and a portion of the area in question 
has been de facto expropriated and titled to persons who are not members of the Maho 
community. 
 
134. The above conclusions are all supported and substantiated in the Commission‟s 2006 
decision in Twelve Saramaka Clans.  In that case, the Commission observed that “The State 
confirms that there is no domestic legal regime that establishes or recognizes a collective 
property title for indigenous or tribal peoples;”161 and concluded that  
 

it is clear that the State has not established any legal mechanism for clarifying and 
protecting the property rights of the Saramaka people with regard to their territory 
[and]; it emerges from the case file that the current system for land titling, leasing, and 
granting permits under Suriname law does not either recognize or adequately protect 
the communal rights of the Saramaka people to the land they have traditionally used 
and occupied. … It is evident that ownership of the lands possessed by the Saramaka 
people resides with the State and that there are no provisions recognizing or protecting 
the communal interests of the Saramaka in those lands.162    

 
135. Nothing has changed since this decision was adopted.  The same is also the case with 
respect to the orders of the Court pertaining to establishing mechanisms to recognize and 
regularize indigenous and tribal property rights in Moiwana Village and Saramaka People. 
These orders have yet to be implemented.163  This was confirmed in March 2009 by the 
CERD.164 
 
2) Suriname has disregarded the rights of the indigenous community of Maho by 

permitting sand mining and logging operations without its consent in 
violation of Article 21 of the Convention  

 
136. Suriname‟s laws not only fail to recognize and guarantee the victims‟ rights, they 
negate these rights by privileging, ab inito, the rights of the State and third parties.  These laws 
set aside designated de facto rights in the name of the general interest, which includes any 
activity set out in an approved development plan, or where they conflict with registered 
property rights (documentary title) issued by the State.  The victims‟ ancient and traditional 
ownership thus counts for nothing in the eyes of the law and the State is legally empowered to 
do as it will with their lands and resources.  This is endorsed by Constitution, which vests 
ownership of all natural resources in the State and insists that the State has an inalienable 
right to exploit those resources without providing any concomitant protections for indigenous 
peoples.   
 
137. Substantial areas of the Maho community‟s traditional lands have been de facto 
expropriated and their rights thereto extinguished and nullified at domestic law by the State 
without due process, compensation or their consent.  These expropriations have benefited 

                                                 
160  Saramaka People v. Suriname, para. 115 (observing that Saramaka territory “must first be delimited and 

demarcated, in consultation with [the Saramaka] and other neighboring peoples…”). 
161  Report on Admissibility and Merits No. 09/06 on the Case of the Twelve Saramaka Clans, at para. 189. 
162  Id. at para. 199. 
163  See inter alia Order of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights of November 21, 2007. Case of the 

Moiwana Village v. Suriname, Monitoring Compliance with Judgment. Available at: 
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/supervisiones/moiwana_21_11_07_ing.pdf.  

164  Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Suriname, UN Doc. 
CERD/C/SUR/CO/12, 13 March 2009, at paras. 13 and 18 (the latter referring to the State‟s ongoing failure to 
fully comply with the Court‟s judgments in Moiwana Village and Saramaka People).   
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third parties in the form of grants of individual titles, mining permits and, at least, State 
acquiescence to logging operations.  These activities, separately and cumulatively, are highly 
prejudicial to the victims‟ rights and well-being and undermine their cultural integrity.  As the 
Court observed in Moiwana Village: “in order for the culture to preserve its very identity and 
integrity, [indigenous peoples] … must maintain a fluid and multidimensional relationship 
with their ancestral lands.”165  The same also applies to the Maho community. However, it is 
being denied its right to maintain its relationships to its traditional lands by the State and 
persons authorised and supported by the State.     
 
138. With regard to all of the above mentioned activities, and as a general rule, the 
Commission has affirmed that inter-American human rights law requires “special measures to 
ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous people have in the 
occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and their right not to be deprived 
of this interest except with fully informed consent, under conditions of equality, and with fair 
compensation.”166  The facts of this case conclusively demonstrate that Suriname has failed to 
comply with this general rule.  In particular, the State has failed to recognize the Maho 
community‟s property rights and has proceeded to grant title to parts of its lands to third 
parties without obtaining Maho‟s consent, without compensation, and without any regard for 
basic due process and other rights that are recognized for and held by other property rights 
holders in Suriname.  Maho is therefore denied equal protection of the law and, prima facie, is 
subjected to discriminatory conditions that negate and impair the full exercise of its rights. 
 
139. In the Maya Indigenous Communities Case, the Commission held that the obligation 
to obtain indigenous peoples‟ consent applies to all State decisions, including the granting of 
natural resource exploitation concessions, that may have an impact upon indigenous lands 
and communities.167  This principle was reiterated in Twelve Saramaka Clans, where the 
Commission confirmed, “in light of the way international human rights legislation has evolved 
with respect to the rights of indigenous peoples that the indigenous people‟s consent to natural 
resource exploitation activities on their traditional territories is always required by law.”168  
Elaborating further, the Commission stated in 2007 that consultation with indigenous 
peoples: 
 

must be designed to secure the free and informed consent of these peoples …; must 
guarantee participation by indigenous peoples … in all decisions on natural resource 
projects on their lands and territories, from design, through tendering and award, to 
execution and evaluation [and;] … must also ensure that such procedures will 
establish the benefits that the affected indigenous peoples are to receive, and 
compensation for any environmental damages, in a manner consistent with their 
own development priorities.169 

 
140. The Court adopted largely the same principles in its 2007 and 2008 judgments in 
Saramaka People in relation to “any proposed activity that may affect the integrity of the 
lands and natural resources” within indigenous and tribal peoples‟ lands and territories, 
particularly any proposal to grant logging or mining concessions.170  The Court held that 
                                                 
165  Moiwana Village Case, supra, at para. 101, 102-03. 
166  Mary and Carrie Dann Case, supra, at para. 131.  For UN jurisprudence affirming indigenous peoples‟ right to 

give or withhold consent, see, inter alia, Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General 
Recommendation XXIII (51) concerning Indigenous Peoples. Adopted at the Committee's 1235th meeting, 18 
August 1997. UN Doc. CERD/C/51/Misc.13/Rev.4; Concluding observations of the Committee on the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination: Ecuador. 21/03/2003. UN Doc. CERD/C/62/CO/2, at para. 16; 
Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: Colombia. 30/11/2001. 
UN Doc. E/C.12/Add.1/74, para. 12; Concluding Observations of the Committee on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights: Ecuador. 07/06/2004. UN Doc. E/C.12/1/Add.100; and, Concluding Observations of the 
Human Rights Committee: Canada, 20/04/2006. UN Doc. CCPR/C/CAN/CO/5. 

167  Maya Indigenous Communities Case, supra, at para. 142 (footnotes omitted).  
168  Twelve Saramaka Clans, supra, at para. 214. 
169  Social Inclusion: The Road Towards Strengthening Democracy in Bolivia, OEA/Ser.L/V/II., Doc. 34, 28 June 

2007, at para. 248. 
170  Saramaka People v. Suriname, supra, at para. 129, note 127. 
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concessions or other restrictions on property rights that affect indigenous lands and territories 
may only be considered valid to the extent that they are issued in full compliance with the 
applicable international legal norms.171   
 
141. The Court explains that for the State to guarantee that restrictions on property rights 
do not amount to “a denial of [the Saramakas‟] survival as a tribal people,” and thus prohibit 
the granting of concessions, the State must comply with the following three safeguards, in 
addition to those that are generally applicable:  
 

1)  it must ensure their effective participation with regard to any development or 
investment project within their territory;  

2)  the Saramaka must receive a reasonable benefit from the project and;  
3)  independent environmental and social impact assessments must be undertaken.172   

 
142. In its concluding remarks, the Court added a fourth element, a duty to implement 
“adequate safeguards and mechanisms in order to ensure that these activities do not 
significantly affect the traditional Saramaka lands and natural resources….”173  According to 
the Court, these “safeguards are intended to preserve, protect and guarantee the special 
relationship that the members of the Saramaka community have with their territory, which in 
turn ensures their survival as a tribal people.”174   
 
143. The Court explains that effective participation includes a duty to actively consult with 
affected communities, “according to their customs and traditions,” in relation to any proposed 
development or investment project.  The duty to consult in turn includes: 

 

 a duty on the State and those authorized by it to both accept and disseminate 
information, and constant communication between the parties; 

 consultations must be undertaken in good faith, through culturally appropriate 
procedures and with the objective of reaching an agreement; 

 that indigenous peoples must be consulted, “in accordance with their own traditions, at 
the early stages of a development or investment plan, not only when the need arises to 
obtain approval from the community, if such is the case. Early notice provides time for 
internal discussion within communities and for proper feedback to the State;” 

 the State must ensure that the indigenous peoples are aware of possible risks, including 
environmental and health risks, so that the proposed project is accepted knowingly and 
voluntarily; and,  

 finally, consultation should take account of the indigenous peoples‟ traditional 
methods of decision-making.175   

 
144. Some projects however require a higher degree of participation: specifically, obtaining 
indigenous peoples‟ “free, prior, and informed consent, according to their customs and 
tradition.”176  In its 2008 interpretation judgment in Saramaka People, the Court explained 
that “when large-scale development or investment projects could affect the integrity of the 
Saramaka people's lands and natural resources, the state has a duty not only to consult with 
the Saramaka's, but also to obtain their free, prior and informed consent in accordance with 
their customs and traditions.”177    
 

                                                 
171  Id. para. 124-40. 
172  Id, at para. 129.   
173  Id. at para. 158.  In finding a violation, one of the criteria identified by the Court was that Suriname “failed to 

put in place adequate safeguards and mechanisms in order to ensure that these logging concessions would not 
cause major damage to Saramaka territory and communities” (at para. 154). 

174  Id. at para. 129.   
175  Id. at para. 133. 
176  Id. at para. 134 and, at para. 137.  
177  Interpretation Judgment, at para. 17. 
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145. The situation of the Maho indigenous community is no different from that experienced 
by the Saramaka people and therefore the same conclusions reached in Twelve Saramaka 
Clans and Saramaka People are also valid in the instant case.  The victims were not consulted 
about the sand mining and logging operations in their lands nor did the State validly seek and 
obtain their free and informed consent prior to issuing mining permits or at any time 
thereafter.  These mining and logging operations took place in the victims‟ traditional lands 
without regulation or supervision by the State and to the extreme detriment of the victims‟ 
traditional food sources, environment, cultural and spiritual values.  Indeed, a large area of the 
Maho community‟s lands has been rendered unusable due to the 2000 meter-long dam 
constructed by Mohsiro and the subsequent sand mining operations because the excavated 
area was not refilled and is now flooded and dangerous.     
 
146. The Commission and Court‟s jurisprudence with regard to indigenous peoples‟ right to 
consent is broadly consistent with the jurisprudence of United Nations human rights treaty 
bodies.  This is amplified in relation to indigenous peoples‟ right to be secure in their means of 
subsistence, to exercise and enjoy their right to food, and to freely engage in and benefit from 
their traditional and other economic activities.178  In this respect, it is important to recall that 
Mohsiro has repeatedly destroyed Maho‟s subsistence farms and crops – agriculture and agro-
forestry are both culturally significant economic activities – and that the mining, logging, and 
dam building conducted by third parties with the tolerance, acquiescence or approval of the 
State have severely degraded a large area of Maho‟s traditional lands.   In this respect, the UN 
Human Rights Committee held, in April 2009, that  
 

the admissibility of measures which substantially compromise or interfere with the 
culturally significant economic activities of a minority or indigenous community 
depends on whether the members of the community in question have had the 
opportunity to participate in the decision-making process in relation to these 
measures and whether they will continue to benefit from their traditional economy. 
The Committee considers that participation in the decision-making process must be 
effective, which requires not mere consultation but the free, prior and informed 
consent of the members of the community. In addition, the measures must respect 
the principle of proportionality so as not to endanger the very survival of the 
community and its members.179 

 
147. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to food, Mr. Olivier De Schutter, 
also has highlighted the human rights threats posed by “land acquisitions and leases, more 
commonly referred to as „land grabbing‟.”180  He notes that indigenous peoples are especially 
vulnerable, often suffer irreparable harm, and emphasizes the need for full adherence to their 
rights, in particular as affirmed in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.181  
Citing the Human Rights Committee, the Special Rapporteur explains that “no people‟s land, 
including in particular indigenous peoples, can have its use changed without prior 

                                                 
178  See also Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment No. 12, The Right to Adequate 

Food (Art. 11 of the Covenant) 1999, at para. 13 (observing that indigenous peoples are especially vulnerable to 
violations of the right to food in cases where “access to their ancestral lands may be threatened”); and African 
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179  Ángela Poma Poma v. Peru, Communication No. 1457/2006. UN Doc. CCPR/C/95/D/1457/2006, 24 April 
2009, at para. 7.6. 
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consultation.”182  He thus recommends that “any shifts in land use can only take place with the 
free, prior and informed consent of the local communities concerned. This is particularly 
important for indigenous communities, in view of the discrimination and marginalization they 
have been historically subjected to.”183  He identifies the following as one of the main human 
rights principles that is applicable in this context:   
 

Indigenous peoples have been granted specific forms of protection of their rights on 
land under international law. States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with 
the indigenous peoples concerned in order to obtain their free and informed consent 
prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other 
resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or 
exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.184 

 
148. The Commission has long held that development activities must not be conducted at 
the expense of the rights of indigenous peoples or at expense of the environment on which 
they depend for their physical, cultural, and spiritual well-being.185  However, Suriname‟s acts 
and omissions in connection with sand mining operations, the dam constructed by Mohsiro, 
and logging on the Maho community‟s lands fail to even consider indigenous peoples‟ rights 
and, thus, all violate Article 21 of the American Convention.  In this respect, and as a general 
principle, the Commission and Court have unambiguously established that the close ties of the 
indigenous peoples with their traditional territories and the natural resources related to their 
culture that are found therein, as well as the intangible elements arising from them must be 
safeguarded under Article 21.186  Again, Suriname has failed to comply. 
 
149. The petitioners emphasize that sand and timber harvested from their traditionally 
owned lands and forests are natural resources that are traditionally used by the Maho 
indigenous community.  They are therefore natural resources that are owned by the 
community and protected pursuant to Article 21 of the Convention.187 
 
150. Suriname has failed to comply with the above stated requirements when it permitted 
sand mining operations and acquiesced to logging operations in Maho‟s lands.  With one 
exception, the community was not even notified about these activities, let alone consulted.  
With respect to the first instance of sand mining in Maho‟s lands, the petitioners note that the 
District Commissioner for Saramacca did seek and obtain the verbal permission of Mr. 
Cornelis Tonaé.188  However, his permission was conditioned on the provision of benefits to 
the community and said benefits have yet to be provided.  Consent cannot therefore be said to 
have been validly obtained and no valid agreement to this mining may be construed on the 
part of the Maho community.  Additionally, no environmental and social impact assessment 
was conducted for these activities and nor were any of the other preconditions for a valid 
restriction of property rights satisfied.  
 

                                                 
182  Id. at p. 12 (citing Human Rights Committee, Concluding Observations: Sweden, 7 May 2009 
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151. The legal requirement in the Commission‟s jurisprudence that indigenous peoples‟ 
consent be obtained in relation to activities that may affect their rights to their lands, 
territories and resources, particularly exploitation of natural resources, has been violated on 
an ongoing basis in relation to all of Suriname‟s acts and omissions complained of herein.  
Moreover, the cumulative impact189 of the activities affecting Maho – including the titles 
granted to Mohsiro and others –affects both the integrity of Maho‟s lands and rises to the level 
of a large-scale impact, thus, in each case triggering the obligation to obtain consent as set 
forth in the Court‟s judgment in Saramaka People.190  The petitioners further assert that the 
cumulative impact of Suriname‟s acts and omissions also substantially compromises Maho‟s 
culturally significant economic activities and is, therefore, disproportionate and manifestly 
illegal under international law without the victims‟ free, prior and informed consent.191    
 
152. Similarly, the State has failed to comply with the other requirements set forth by the 
Commission and the Court for valid restrictions of property rights.  The victims‟ were not 
accorded any form of even basic due process; no environmental and social impact assessments 
were conducted; there has been no attempt to ensure an equitable sharing of benefits; and the 
State has failed to adopt measures to avoid and/or mitigate the negative impacts experienced 
by the Maho community.  In short, Suriname has failed to comply with any of the 
requirements that must be followed for a restriction on indigenous peoples‟ property rights to 
be considered valid.  
 
3) Suriname has violated the Maho Community’s Rights by Expropriating its 

Lands and Issuing Individual Titles to Non-Members without the 
Community’s Consent 

 
153. In 1991, Suriname issued a permit to conduct agricultural activities in 171.5 hectares of 
Maho‟s traditional lands to Stichting Mohsiro.  While Mohsiro has at no time utilized any of 
this area for agricultural activities, this permit was converted into a renewable 40 year-long 
land lease title in 2006, again on the condition that it would be used for agriculture.  
Nonetheless, Mohsiro has maintained for the majority of the period that it has held rights over 
the area in question that it intends to sub-divide and sell its title as individual lots.  All of the 
relevant decision making in relation to Mohsiro‟s acquisition of Maho‟s traditional lands was 
done without the victims‟ participation, against their wishes, and over their vociferous 
protests, protests that continue to be made to the present day.192   
 
154. In 2008, the State granted an additional title in Maho‟s lands to Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram.  The community was not even notified about this title grant and learned 
about its existence only when Ms. Astrid Tonaé discovered State agents assisting Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram to survey the title.193  Again, the victims‟ objections were ignored. 
 
155. In the Yakye Axa and Sawhoyamaxa cases, the Court addressed situations where 
indigenous peoples‟ traditional lands had been granted by the state to non-indigenous 
persons.  In both cases it recognized that indigenous peoples have a right to the restitution and 
restoration of their traditional lands that have been issued to third parties without indigenous 
peoples‟ consent.  In Sawhoyamaxa, for instance, the Court observed that “indigenous people 
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who have suffered the involuntary expropriation of their lands and these have been legally 
transferred to unknowing third parties, have the right to recover them or be compensated with 
other lands of the same size and quality.”194 
 
156. In the same case, the Court observed that “the spiritual and material base of the 
identity of an indigenous people is sustained primarily through its unique relationship with its 
traditional territory,” and held that indigenous peoples‟ right to restitution continues as long 
as they maintain some degree of connection with that territory.195  Evidence of the requisite 
connection may be found in traditional spiritual or ceremonial use or presence; settlement or 
sporadic cultivation; seasonal or nomadic hunting, fishing or harvesting; use of natural 
resources in accordance with customary practices; or any other factor characteristic of the 
culture of the group.196  The Court further held that if indigenous peoples are prevented by 
others from maintaining their traditional relationships with their territories, the right to 
recovery nonetheless continues “until such impediments disappear.”197   
 
157. Further, the Court held in Yakye Axa that where there is a conflict between non-
indigenous title holders and indigenous peoples seeking restitution of their traditional lands, 
the respective restrictions on each party must be analyzed on a case by case basis and in 
accordance with the requirements set forth in the American Convention.198  In doing so, the 
state must always bear in mind that indigenous peoples‟ land and territorial rights are 
fundamentally related to collective rights of survival, and that their control over lands and 
territory is a necessary condition for the reproduction of culture, their development and life 
plans, and their ability to preserve their cultural patrimony.199   
 
158. The Court also observed in the same case that if, for “concrete and justifiable reasons,” 
the state is unable to return indigenous peoples‟ traditional lands and communal resources, 
compensation or the provision of alternative lands is required.  In such cases, the Court 
required that indigenous peoples‟ consent be obtained with regard to choices about the 
provision of compensation or alternative lands, “in accordance with their own consultation 
processes, values, uses and customary law.”200  The Court further explained in Sawhoyamaxa 
that “the mere fact that the reclaimed lands are in private hands does not constitute a 
sufficient „objective and justifiable‟ reason to prima facie refuse indigenous petitioners.”201 
 
159. In the case at hand, the victims seek the restitution and restoration of their traditional 
lands that have been issued and titled by the State to third parties, in particular but not limited 
to Stichting Mohsiro and Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram.  These titles are leases vis-à-vis the State 
and may be revoked by the State through a simple procedure with due compensation to the 
title holders.  While Mohsiro may have incurred costs clearing land in its titled area and in 
constructing a dam and other infrastructure – all of which have caused major damage to the 
Maho community‟s lands – it has never used its title for agriculture and, in fact, intends to 
sub-divide the area for sale to others.  Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram likewise may have made some 
amount of investment in his titled area, but has only had ties to the area for around one year.  
For the Maho indigenous community however, these lands are integral to their identity, 
cultural integrity, development, life-ways and well-being.  Consequently, when weighing the 
interests of and restrictions on the parties on the basis of the facts of this case, the rights and 
interests of the victims are paramount and must prevail.   
 
160. In addition to the preceding reasons, and as further reason for prioritizing the victims‟ 
rights in the instant case, the Human Rights Committee has observed that permissible 
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restrictions to an individual‟s right of freedom of movement under Article 12 of the Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights include “limitations on the freedom to settle in areas inhabited by 
indigenous or minorities communities.”202  The same restrictions should also be applicable to 
the above mentioned non-indigenous title holders in relation to Articles 21 and 22 of the 
American Convention.  Moreover, and as discussed further below, the Commission itself has 
concluded that right to life of indigenous peoples is seriously compromised by conditions that 
make it difficult to resist the encroachments of colonists and others who occupy their lands 
and territories.203   
 
C.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE RIGHT TO LIFE WITH DIGNITY 
 
161. In, inter alia, Yakye Axa and Sawhowamaxa, the Court has affirmed that the right to 
life guaranteed by Article 4(1) of the Convention protects not only against arbitrary 
deprivations of physical life, but also, as a positive obligation incumbent on the State, the right 
to a dignified life or a dignified existence.204  In Sawhoyamaxa, the Court declared that a 
violation of Article 4(1) in this respect requires, first, that “the authorities knew or should have 
known about the existence of a situation posing an immediate and certain risk to the life of an 
individual or of a group of individuals;” and, second, “that the necessary measures were not 
adopted within the scope of their authority which could be reasonably expected to prevent or 
avoid such risk.”205  In making these determinations, the Court said that two factors should be 
taken into account.  First, the vulnerability of the individuals should be considered.206  Second, 
the right to life should be viewed in light of the economic and social rights recognized in, inter 
alia, Article 26 of the American Convention and the Protocol of San Salvador.207  Moreover, in 
both Yakye Axa and Sawhoyamaxa, the Court held that the State “did not guarantee the right 
. . . to communal property,” which “had a negative effect on the right of the members of the 
Community to a [dignified life].”208 
 
162. Applying the preceding to the case at hand, the proven facts conclusively demonstrate 
that the Maho community‟s members have been deprived of their right to a dignified life.  
Maho has been subjected to almost two decades of extreme harassment and intimidation by 
Mohsiro and others, all authorised or tolerated or even supported by the State.  By repeatedly 
destroying the community‟s means of subsistence, by degrading large areas of Maho‟s 
traditional lands, by denying it access to hunting, fishing and gathering areas, and by polluting 
its water sources, Mohsiro and others have destroyed a once healthy and vibrant communal 
economy and reduced the Maho community to a situation of extreme poverty and deprivation.  
This situation, which disproportionately affects the elderly and children in the community, 
caused a large percentage of the members of the Maho community to flee the area, further 
adding to the problems in the community.  They left with the firm belief that the situation at 
Maho was and is intolerable and is not conducive to a healthy and dignified existence.  All of 
this occurred, and is still occurring, in the context of the non-recognition of the Maho 
community‟s right to communal property. 
 
163. Suriname created the situation at Maho by issuing permits and titles to Mohsiro and 
others and by failing to take any serious and effective action to protect the exercise and 
enjoyment of the Maho community‟s individual and collective rights, including by securing its 
communal property rights.  Instead, the State has actively supported Mohsiro and others to 
the community‟s extreme detriment and with flagrant disregard for the community‟s basic 
values, mores and cultural integrity.  The community is also denied access to basic services, 
such as sanitation, electricity and potable water.  Moreover, at no time in the almost 17 years 
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that Maho has complained to the State has the latter taken into account the community‟s 
specific vulnerabilities and internationally guaranteed rights.  This applies equally to all 
human rights including economic, social and cultural rights.       
 
164. The proven facts further demonstrate that Suriname was aware of the situation at 
Maho, including its gravity and urgency, at least since 1993 when the community commenced 
17 years of continuous complaints about Mohsiro and other encroachments on its lands.  The 
State was also made aware and took cognizance of the deteriorating situation of Maho 
beginning in 2006 when the community began three years of intensive complaints and efforts 
to resolve the situation.  As noted above, the Minister of RGB and his staff were both notified 
and made statements indicating their knowledge about the destruction of Maho‟s means of 
subsistence and the degradation of the community‟s lands.209  This was further confirmed in 
meetings between Maho, the Ministry of RGB, the VIDS and the LRCTAI during which it was 
agreed that the severity of the situation demanded that Mohsiro‟s title be suspended and 
revoked and that an inventory of damages sustained by the community was required.210  
Officials of the Ministry of RGB also undertook two on-site visits to Maho during which time 
they observed the degradation of Maho‟s lands and the destruction of its subsistence farms.211 
In the case of the March 2008 visit, the Ministry concluded that Maho has been totally denied 
access to its means of subsistence; that it was surrounded by third parties making subsistence 
activities impossible; and that “[t]here is a case of violation of human rights.”212  The State was 
clearly aware of the nature of the situation.    
 
165. It is equally proven that Suriname has failed to adopt any measures aimed at 
mitigating or resolving the serious deprivations and assaults suffered by the Maho community.  
This is the case even though the State has had numerous opportunities to take effective action.  
Indeed, the State promised, and then failed to deliver on more than one occasion, remedial 
action, which demonstrates that it was aware of the problem and that the solution was within 
the scope of the Minister of RGB‟s authority (as the Ministry responsible for land titling and 
forestry issues).  The State‟s failure to protect the Maho community was so absolute that the 
victims‟ felt compelled to organize a hunger strike in front of the Office of the President to 
further highlight the gravity of their situation and their despair at State‟s indifference to their 
plight.  This was widely covered in the media and was well known to the persons within the 
Office of the President and various ministries, yet no action was taken by the State to protect 
the victims.  
 
166. Instead, the Ministry of RGB visited Maho and then, adding insult to injury, proceeded 
to uphold the rights of third parties who have acquired title to Maho‟s traditional lands.  The 
same has also been the case when the victims‟ have sought the protection of the police and 
local government bodies. Both have routinely failed to provide any meaningful support to the 
community.  The police, in particular, have been heavily involved in harassing and 
intimidating community members, including through arbitrary detention, threatening or 
adopting false criminal charges against community members, attempting to force community 
members to sign manufactured confessions, pointing loaded weapons at community members, 
and, generally, by openly supporting Mohsiro and others.  
 
167. In sum, the situation at Maho is so extreme that it denies the victims their right to life 
with dignity.  The petitioners request that the Commission finds a violation of this right, as 
guaranteed by Article 4(1) of the Convention, with regard to each and every member of the 
community as well as with regard to the collective aspects of this right which adhere to the 
community separate from and in addition to the rights of its members.213  Suriname was and 
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remains well aware of the grave and extreme situation at Maho, including the destruction of 
the community‟s means of subsistence and acts of violence directed against the community 
and its members.  Despite being fully aware of the seriousness of situation, the State has failed 
to adopt any measures to alleviate the situation at Maho, especially by addressing the root 
cause of the situation: the lack of security of tenure over the lands and resources traditionally 
owned by the Maho community.  This has caused irreparable, ongoing and extreme harm to 
the community. 
 
D.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE RIGHT TO HAVE PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND MORAL 

INTEGRITY RESPECTED  
 
168. Article 5(1) of the American Convention provides that “[e]very person has the right to 
have his physical, mental, and moral integrity respected.”  The violations of this right alleged 
and proven herein are closely related to the violations of Article 4(1), 21 and 25, all in 
conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention, described herein.  These violations are 
based on the ongoing failure of the State to secure the victims‟ property rights; the nature, 
duration and extent of the State‟s active violation of those rights; the State‟s refusal, despite 
numerous opportunities and the good faith efforts of the community, to provide access to 
remedies that could correct the ongoing, gross and notorious violations of the Maho 
community‟s rights over a period of almost 17 years; and the extreme duress and suffering 
experienced by the victims, both those who remained at Maho village and those who were 
forced to flee their ancestral lands because of the State‟s acts and omissions.  In sum, the 
victims‟ have endured significant emotional, psychological, spiritual and economic hardship, 
amounting to suffering to such a degree as to result in the State‟s violation of Article 5(1) of the 
American Convention, in relation to Article 1(1) of that instrument. 
 
169. First, the victims have sought and been denied justice for almost 17 years and their 
rights have been violated with impunity, and in some cases with the active collusion of State 
officials.  In Moiwana Village, the Court observed that such “a long-standing absence of 
effective remedies is typically considered by the Court as a source of suffering and anguish for 
victims and their family members.”214  It further observed that such impunity may have 
additional and severe psychological impacts, including a perception of discriminatory 
maltreatment among the victims, a perception that, as is the case with the victims in the 
instant case, may greatly undermine the victims‟ sense of security and cause great anxiety and 
fear.  The active collusion of the police and other State officials in the denial of justice to the 
victims as well as their role in harassing and intimidating community members exacerbated 
the fear and anxiety suffered by the community.  The victims‟ felt and today continue to feel 
profoundly alone, abandoned and maltreated by the very authorities and justice system that 
are required to protect them.  They feel deeply betrayed and compromised. 
 
170. As in Moiwana Village, in Saramaka People the Court specifically identified the 
absence of effective domestic remedies as a key factor in awarding the Saramaka 
compensation for moral damages.  On this point, which is also highly relevant to the instant 
case, the Court stated that the evidence demonstrates: 
 

the suffering and distress that the members of the Saramaka people have endured as 
a result of the long and ongoing struggle for the legal recognition of their right to the 
territory they have traditionally used and occupied for centuries … as well as their 
frustration with a domestic legal system that does not protect them against violations 
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of said right … all of which constitutes a denigration of their basic cultural and 
spiritual values.215 

 
171. Second, the victims have been largely unable to practice their customary means of 
subsistence and livelihood due to the acts and omissions of the State and persons authorised 
or tolerated by the State, and for which the State is liable.  In some cases, their means of 
subsistence have been destroyed entirely.  This has led to severe economic losses as well as 
substantial negative impacts on the health and well being of community members, and has 
plunged the community into a cycle of extreme poverty and deprivation, a cycle made 
considerably worse by Suriname‟s ongoing neglect and active violation of basic human 
rights.216  Lack of access to traditional food sources and destruction of subsistence crops, 
coupled with intimidation and violence, was also one of the main factors behind many of the 
community members fleeing their ancestral lands.  In short, both the resident and non-
resident populations of Maho have suffered severe and negative changes to their living 
conditions, their development choices, and their life-ways, changes that are directly 
attributable to the State by virtue of its acts and omissions.  
 
172. Finally, the facts proven herein demonstrate that the Maho community‟s connection to 
its traditional lands, territory and resources is of vital spiritual, cultural and material 
importance. In this respect, the Court explained in Moiwana Village that “in order for the 
culture to preserve its very identity and integrity, the Moiwana community members must 
maintain a fluid and multidimensional relationship with their ancestral lands.”217  As proven 
herein, these fundamentally important relationships have been substantially disrupted and 
compromised and, in some cases, entirely severed by the State.  Maho has additionally 
suffered extreme emotional distress and harm, which has been caused by seeing the virtual 
destruction of the community as a physical and cultural entity.  Maho‟s population prior to the 
arrival of Mohsiro exceeded 100 persons; today the resident population is approximately 17 
persons only.  This not only makes it very difficult to fully pursue and enjoy traditional and 
other economic activities, it also severely affects and undermines cultural reproduction and 
survival.  This is a cause of deep anxiety among community members, who feel that they are 
unable to comply with their obligations to their past, present and future generations.  These 
obligations are paramount for the Kaliña.218  The State is directly responsible for the direct and 
indirect effects of its acts and omissions and for the attendant, extreme suffering of the Maho 
community, all of which violates Article 5(1) of the Convention.  
 
E.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND EXPRESSION 
 
173. The Inter-American Court holds that the right to freedom of thought and expression 
guaranteed by Article 13 of the American Convention includes “the right and freedom to seek, 
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.”219  According to the Court, this article 
protects the right of the individual to receive information and contains a positive obligation on 
the State to provide it, “so that the individual may have access to such information or receive 
an answer that includes a justification when, for any reason permitted by the Convention, the 
State is allowed to restrict access to the information in a specific case.”220  This is fully 
consistent with universal human rights norms and international environmental law as well as 
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with resolutions adopted by the Heads of State of the Americas and the Organization of 
American States.221 
 
174. In the case at hand, Mr. Cornelis Tonaé and the VIDS, on behalf of Maho, have 
requested important, official information concerning logging and mining operations within 
the Maho community‟s lands.  These requests for information pertaining to public matters 
were directed to the Ministry of RGB (logging)222 and the State‟s Geology and Mines Service 
(sand mining),223 both public juridical entities of the State.  The Maho community requested 
this information in order to understand whether non-community members who were 
exploiting natural resources within the traditional lands had been authorised by the State, and, 
if so, under what conditions.  This information is vitally important to the community‟s right to 
seek protection against abuses of its rights and to safeguard the environmental quality and 
sustainability of its traditional lands.    
 
175. Rather than provide the Maho community access to prima facie public information, 
the State simply ignored its requests.  In so doing, the State failed to explain whether there was 
a valid reason, pursuant to the American Convention, why said information could not be 
publicly released.  As this information concerns public matters, of direct relevance to the Maho 
community, the State has the burden of demonstrating that it may not be released in 
accordance with one of the exceptions set forth in Article 13 of the Convention.224  It has failed 
to do so and is therefore responsible for a violation of Articles 13(1) and 1(1) of the Convention 
with respect to Mr. Cornelis Tonaé and each and every member of the Maho community.    
 
176. Last, but not least, Article 13(1), read in conjunction with the obligation imposed by 
Article 2 of the Convention, requires that the State adopts or modifies its laws so as to ensure 
access to public information.225  This is especially the case when such information is 
indispensable to the effective protection of other rights, including as related to environmental 
quality and cultural and spiritual values.  Suriname‟s law presently does not provide any 
mechanism by which private individuals may compel the State to provide official information 
in cases where the State may refuse or otherwise fail to release that information. Nor is the 
State required by law to provide any reason for its refusal to provide official information.  
Suriname is, thus, also responsible for a violation of Article 13(1) of the Convention in 
conjunction with Article 2 of the same. 
 
 
F.   SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE RIGHT TO JURIDICAL PERSONALITY 
 
177. Article 3 of the American Convention provides that “Every person has the right to 
recognition as a person before the law.”  This right is highly significant given that the vesting, 
enjoyment and enforcement of domestic legal protections depend on legal personality.  Denial 
of the right to legal personality precludes the vesting, exercise and enjoyment of fundamental 
human rights and renders persons and collectivities invisible to the law and the protections 
that it may provide for the defense and effectuation of their rights.   
 
178. In violation of Article 3 of the Convention, the Maho community is presently not 
recognized as a legal person under Surinamese law.  Consequently, it cannot hold, exercise, 
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enjoy and defend its communal property rights under domestic laws and in domestic venues.  
That this is the situation in Suriname was acknowledged by the Court in Moiwana Village – 
the Court observed that the State itself admitted the same226 – and Saramaka People;227 by the 
Commission in Twelve Saramaka Clans;228 and by the UN Committee on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination.229    
 
179.     In Yakye Axa, the Court observed that “juridical personality, for its part, is the legal 
mechanism that confers on [indigenous peoples] the necessary status to enjoy certain 
fundamental rights, as for example the rights to communal property and to demand protection 
each time they are vulnerable.”230  In that case, the indigenous people in question had applied 
for registration of their personality in accordance with domestic law in order to seek 
restitution and protection of their traditional lands.  Acknowledging this, the Court clarified 
that recognition of juridical personality only makes operative the pre-existing rights that 
indigenous peoples have exercised historically; indigenous peoples‟ political, social, economic, 
cultural and religious rights and forms of organisation, as well as the right to reclaim their 
traditional lands, belong to the people themselves irrespective of whether the state formally 
recognizes their personality before the law.231  This was reaffirmed by the Court in 
Sawhoyamaxa.232 
 
180. According to the Court in Yakye Axa, recognition of indigenous peoples‟ juridical 
personality is merely a legal formality; a formality that nonetheless is indispensable to the 
recognition and protection of indigenous peoples‟ rights domestically.  Consequently, in the 
Sawhoyamaxa Case, the Court explained that states have to use all means at their disposal, 
including legal and administrative measures, to ensure that the right to juridical personality is 
respected, and that states have special obligations to ensure respect for this right in connection 
with persons in situations of vulnerability, marginalization and discrimination, and with due 
regard for the principle of equality before the law.233  
   
181. In Saramaka People, the Court held that “the right to have their juridical personality 
recognized by the State is one of the special measures owed to indigenous and tribal groups in 
order to ensure that they are able to use and enjoy their territory in accordance with their own 
traditions.”234  It found that Suriname “does not recognize the Saramaka people as a juridical 
entity capable of using and enjoying communal property as a tribal group; [or] as a juridical 
entity capable of seeking equal access to judicial protection against any alleged violation of 
their communal property rights.”235   
 
182. While indigenous peoples in Suriname – referred to in various ways, normally as 
amorphous populations such „Indians‟ or „tribal inhabitants‟ rather than collective entities – 
are mentioned in some legislation, this legislation does not as such confer legal personality.  
Indeed, it is accurate to say that indigenous peoples and their communities are not even 
objects of the law at present.  As concluded in a UN Food and Agriculture Organization study: 
“Since the [Suriname] legal system currently has no way of recognizing traditional tribal groups 
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and institutions as legal entities, they are effectively invisible to the legal system and incapable of 
holding rights.”236   
 
183. In conclusion, the indigenous community of Maho is denied the right to be recognized 
as a person before the law.  As a result, it is also denied the capacity to hold, exercise and seek 
protection for its property and other rights in domestic law and tribunals.  Suriname has failed 
to comply with its obligation to respect and give full effect to the community‟s right to juridical 
personality, which requires special protection given their vulnerable situation, their 
marginalization, and the discrimination that they have historically suffered and continue to 
suffer from at present.  For the forgoing reasons, Suriname has violated Article 3 of the 
Convention in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the same. 
 
G.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE RIGHT TO JUDICIAL PROTECTION  
 
184. Pursuant to Article 25 of the American Convention, the indigenous community of 
Maho has the right to timely and effective judicial remedies for violations of its human rights.  
Suriname has the obligation not only to pass laws that provide a remedy for violations of the 
community‟s human rights but also to ensure due application of those remedies by State 
authorities.  As stated by the Court in, inter alia, Sawhoyamaxa, this includes the obligation 
to establish domestic legal procedures for the recognition, restoration and protection of the 
property rights of indigenous peoples.237  Suriname has failed to comply with these obligations 
in violation of Article 25 of the Convention in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the same.   
 
185. The Commission confirmed that judicial protection and domestic remedies are 
unavailable in Suriname for the protection of indigenous and tribal peoples‟ rights in the 
Twelve Saramaka Clans case238 and in Case 12.639, The Kaliña and Lokono Peoples.239  This 
was also confirmed in the judgment of the Court in Saramaka People.240  Since those reports 
and judgment were adopted, Suriname has not adopted any new laws or amended existing 
laws to provide adequate and effective remedies in relation to indigenous peoples‟ land and 
resource rights. 
 
186. Article 25 of the American Convention is closely related to the guarantees recognized in 
Articles 1 and 2 of that instrument and all impose specific obligations on Suriname to give 
effect to the rights set out in the Convention, including redress for violations thereof, through 
its domestic legislation and the organization of the institutions responsible for administering 
justice.  In this respect, the Court has repeatedly held that, “States Parties have an obligation 
to provide effective judicial remedies to victims of human rights violations (Art. 25), remedies 
that must be substantiated in accordance with the rules of due process of the law (Art. 8(1)), all 
in keeping with the general obligation of such States to guarantee the free and full exercise of 
the rights recognized by the Convention to all persons subject to their jurisdictions (Art. 1).”241  
Elaborating further, the Court stated that  
 

According to this principle, the absence of an effective remedy to violations of the rights 
recognized by the Convention is itself a violation of the Convention by the State Party in 
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which the remedy is lacking.  In that sense, it should be emphasized that, for such a 
remedy to exist, it is not sufficient that it be provided for by the Constitution or by law or 
that it be formally recognized, but rather it must be truly effective in establishing 
whether there has been a violation of human rights and in providing redress.242 

 
187. In cases involving indigenous peoples‟ property rights, the Court has examined both 
the existence of effective judicial remedies for the recognition, restoration and protection of 
indigenous rights in and to their territories as well as whether the state has adopted a specific 
and effective legal or administrative procedure whereby indigenous peoples can seek 
restitution of their ancestral lands and/or have their communal lands identified, demarcated 
and titled.243  Such a procedure must take into account indigenous peoples‟ specific 
characteristics including their special relationship to their traditional territories.244   
 
188. In Mayagna and Sawhoyamaxa, for instance, the Court held that the absence of 
effective domestic legal measures and remedies to allow for the delimitation, demarcation and 
titling of indigenous peoples‟ communal lands violates the right to judicial protection in Article 
25 of the Convention in connection with Articles 1 and 2 of the same.245   
 
189. As discussed above, Suriname has not established any legal or administrative 
mechanisms for the delimitation, demarcation and titling of indigenous peoples‟ lands and 
territories and their communally owned resources therein.  Suriname has not adopted any 
legal measures designed to provide effective judicial remedies in relation to the restitution or 
recognition of indigenous peoples‟ property rights.  Moreover, indigenous peoples lack 
juridical personality under domestic law to seek protection for their rights.   The Commission 
acknowledged the veracity of the preceding in Twelve Saramaka Clans, where it explained 
that existing laws:  
 

… substantially limit the fundamental rights of indigenous and Maroon peoples to 
their land ab initio, in favor of an eventual interest of the State that might compete 
with those rights.   
What is more, according to Suriname‟s laws, mining, forestry, and other activities 
classified as being in the general interest are exempted from the requirement to 
respect customary rights.  In practice, the classification of an activity as being in the 
“general interest” is not actionable and constitutes a political issue that cannot be 
challenged in the Courts. What this does in effect is to remove land issues from the 
domain of judicial protection. 
The rights of indigenous and Maroon peoples … to their lands, territories and 
resources, and cultural identity are not explicitly recognized or guaranteed in the 1987 
Constitution and, for that reason, there are no provisions contemplating judicial 
recourse if they are violated. 246 

 
190. Given the absence of judicial remedies, the indigenous community of Maho sought 
relief from the violations of their property rights by invoking the right of petition recognized in 
Article 22 of Suriname‟s Constitution.  This proved to be an ineffective remedy as, other than a 
few inconclusive meetings with State officials, no concrete action was taken by the State to 
address and resolve violations of their property rights in relation to these petitions.  Moreover, 
while the preliminary discussions were taking place, State agents and others continued to 
violate the victims‟ rights on a regular basis and with impunity.    
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191. For these reasons, judicial remedies by which the indigenous community of Maho may 
seek protection for its property rights are unavailable as a matter of fact and law. This not only 
excuses the petitioners from the requirement of prior exhaustion of domestic remedies, it also 
amounts to a violation of Article 25 of the Convention in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of 
the same.   
 
H.  SURINAME HAS VIOLATED THE OBLIGATION TO EFFECTIVELY ENSURE RESPECT FOR 

RIGHTS AND TO GIVE DOMESTIC LEGAL EFFECT TO THOSE RIGHTS 
 
192. The principle of pact sunt servanda is a cornerstone of international law and requires 
that states fulfill all international obligations in good faith and may not invoke their domestic 
law as grounds for non-compliance.247  This principle is reiterated and amplified in Articles 1 
and 2 of the American Convention, which obligate states-parties “to respect the rights and 
freedoms recognized therein and to ensure their free and full exercise to all persons subject to 
their jurisdiction, and to adopt, if necessary, such legislative or other measures as may be 
necessary to give effect to those rights and freedoms.”248   
 
193. The jurisprudence constante of Court and Commission holds that Article 1 not only 
requires that state parties immediately respect and ensure the free and full exercise of the 
rights set out in the American Convention, it also “imposes an affirmative duty on the states … 
to take all necessary measures to remove any impediments which might exist that would 
prevent individuals from enjoying the rights the Convention guarantees.”249   
 
194. Article 1 also prohibits discrimination with regard to the exercise and enjoyment of the 
rights set out in the American Convention. This prohibition “extends to the domestic law of the 
States Parties, permitting the conclusion that in these provisions the States Parties, by 
acceding to the Convention, have undertaken to maintain their laws free of discriminatory 
regulations.”250  In Twelve Saramaka Clans, it is worth recalling that the Commission found 
that Suriname had violated this prohibition of discrimination in Article 1(1) in relation to the 
Saramaka people‟s property rights: 
 

The Commission considers that the lack of constitutional and legislative recognition 
or protection of the collective rights of the Saramaka communities reflects unequal 
treatment in the law … Indeed, the State has expressly denied that the Saramaka 
people has an internationally recognized right to the lands and resources it has 
occupied and used for three centuries.251   

 
195. The preceding is equally relevant to the situation of the Maho community.  The 
Commission also has held that special protections may be required for indigenous peoples “to 
exercise their rights fully and equally with the rest of the population.  Additionally, special 
protections for indigenous peoples may be required to ensure their physical and cultural 
survival -- a right protected in a range of international instruments and conventions.252  Also, 
the Court has held that, “it is indispensable that States grant effective protection that takes 
into account [indigenous peoples‟] particularities, their economic and social characteristics, as 
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well as their especially vulnerable situation, their customary law, values, customs and 
mores.”253   
 
196. Suriname has failed to comply with these obligations with regard to the rights of the 
indigenous community of Maho.  Surinamese legislation pertaining to land and natural 
resources not only fails to recognize and give effect to the victims‟ rights, it places 
discriminatory conditions and limitations on these rights that negate their exercise and 
privilege the interests of the State and non-indigenous persons at their expense.  The same is 
also true of Suriname‟s 1987 Constitution, which unconditionally vests ownership of all 
natural resources in the State without any measures to ensure that the victims‟ natural 
resource rights are secured and protected.  
 
197. Sand mining permits have been issued without any reference to or any attempt to 
obtain Maho‟s consent, and without regard for its subsistence and other rights.  State 
authorized resource exploitation takes place without any effective monitoring, environmental 
and otherwise, without any compensation to affected communities, and without any effective 
mitigation or ameliorative measures.   
 
198. Expropriation and extinguishment of the victims‟ property rights have also occurred in 
connection with the issuance of individual titles.  Pursuant to these titles and general 
principles of Suriname law, the rights of the title holders have been privileged over and will 
always trump the victims‟ property rights as a matter of law.   
 
199. In addition to the obligations imposed by Article 1 and the requirement to adopt 
“special protections” for indigenous peoples articulated by the Commission and the Court, 
Article 2 of the American Convention imposes a specific and affirmative duty on states-parties 
to adopt and/or amend domestic legislation and other measures to give full effect to the rights 
recognized in the Convention and to fill “any lacunas or gaps in domestic legislation….”254  
Conversely, Article 2 also requires that states-parties not adopt legislative or other measures 
that contravene the rights recognized in the American Convention. 
 
200. At a minimum, Suriname is obligated to adopt and modify legislative and other 
measures to identify the indigenous community of Maho‟s traditionally owned lands and 
resources and to legally recognize and secure its tenure and resource ownership in accordance 
with its customary laws and traditions.  Without these measures, Maho will be unable to enjoy 
and exercise its property, cultural and other rights that are based on and flow from, but are not 
limited by, its traditional land tenure and resource use and management practices. 
 
201. Suriname however has failed to adopt any legislative measures securing indigenous 
peoples‟ property and other rights since it acceded to the American Convention in November 
1987.  It has similarly failed to amend extant legislation that conflicts with and negates the 
Maho community‟s rights.  Moreover, Suriname has steadfastly maintained this course despite 
substantial and sustained attention by international human rights bodies, all of which have 
recommended or ordered that Suriname adopt legislative and other measures to recognize and 
secure indigenous and tribal peoples‟ rights. 
 
202. For the foregoing reasons, Suriname has violated Articles 1 and 2 of the American 
Convention in relation to the Maho community‟s rights to own, control and be secure in the 
use and possession of its traditional lands and resources, to life with dignity, to freedom of 
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speech and thought, to cultural integrity, to juridical personality, to respect for their members‟ 
moral and mental integrity, and to access to adequate and effective judicial remedies to 
enforce their rights. 
 
IX.  REQUEST FOR PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES 
 
203. Suriname‟s acts and omissions have caused irreparable harm to the Maho community 
and, moreover, the ongoing nature of these acts and omissions threatens imminent and 
additional harm to the community‟s basic rights.  In particular, the State‟s ongoing acts and 
omissions have caused and continue to cause a substantial, immediate and grave threat to 
Maho‟s means of subsistence, to the viability of its lands and resources, and to the victims‟ 
physical, moral, mental and cultural integrity.  As discussed and proven above, the livelihood 
of the Maho community is almost entirely dependent on hunting, farming, gathering and 
fishing in accordance with traditional land tenure patterns.  Also, relationships to land are 
central to Maho‟s spirituality, culture, family structure, social and political organization, and 
personal life, rhythm and culture.  By effectively severing the relationship of the community 
with its ancestral lands, Suriname is attacking the fundaments, viability and culture of the 
Maho community.  These abuses of Maho‟s rights rise to the level of denying the victims their 
right to life with dignity.  This situation demands and compels international oversight and 
scrutiny and the petitioners hereby formally request that the Commission grants 
precautionary measures in favour of the Maho community at the earliest possible opportunity.   
 
204. Despite numerous complaints and other opportunities, Suriname has made no attempt 
to effectively appraise and determine the impact of Mohsiro and others‟ activities on the Maho 
community and their human rights, nor has it made any meaningful attempt to mitigate, 
investigate and/or suspend said activities or to impose appropriate penalties for the 
destruction of the community‟s means of subsistence and other damages.  Instead, Maho‟s 
rights are violated with impunity and, in some cases, with the active support and collusion of 
State officials.  The victims are thus helpless, deeply distressed, and in urgent need of 
international assistance.  
 
205. Suriname‟s ongoing acts and omissions also threaten to cause irreparable harm to the 
victims‟ ability to pursue their claims before the inter-American human rights protection 
organs.  If allowed to proceed and expand, Mohsiro and Mr. Baboelal/Baboeram‟s activities 
will continue to result in irreparable and grave damage to Maho‟s traditional lands and 
resources.  The viability of their lands and resources is inextricably linked to the maintenance 
of the community‟s culture and physical survival.  By severing Maho‟s relationship with its 
ancestral lands, Suriname is effectively destroying the viability of securing appropriate land 
and resources for the continued survival of Maho as an indigenous community.   
 
206. The petitioners therefore specifically request that the Commission adopts 
precautionary measures requiring Suriname to immediately suspend Mohsiro and Mr. 
Baboelal/Baboeram‟s activities and any and all logging, mining or other natural resources 
exploitation activities within Maho‟s traditionally owned lands, until such time as this case has 
been resolved by the inter-American human rights protection organs.  This includes ensuring 
that Maho has unhindered and safe access to its means of subsistence and other traditionally 
used natural resources; that the State adopts effective measures to prevent any intimidation 
and harassment of or violence against the victims; and that the State investigates and, where 
warranted, punishes any incidents reported by the community.  These measures are urgently 
needed to halt immediate, grave and irreparable harm to the victims‟ physical, moral, mental 
and cultural integrity.  The petitioners further request that should Suriname fail to comply 
with any precautionary measures adopted by the Commission that the Commission, without 
delay, seeks a provisional measures order from the Court.  
 
207. The Commission has previously granted precautionary measures and has also sought 
provisional measures orders from the Court under circumstances similar to those extant in the 
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instant case.255  The Court, in turn, has ordered provisional measures in similar 
circumstances.256   For example, in the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community Case, the 
Commission asked the Court “to take the steps needed to prevent immediate and irreparable 
damage resulting from the activities being carried out by third parties that have settled in the 
territory of the Community or are exploiting its natural resources until the boundaries, 
demarcation, and land titling ordered by the Court have been put into effect.”257  On 6 
September 2002, the Court resolved:  
 

To order that the State adopt, without delay, such measures as may be necessary to 
protect the use and enjoyment of ownership of the lands belonging to the Mayagna 
(Sumo) Community of Awas Tingni and of the natural resources in them, especially 
measures designed to prevent immediate and irreparable damage resulting from the 
activities being carried out by third parties that have settled in the territory of the 
Community or are exploiting its natural resources until the boundaries, demarcation, 
and land titling ordered by the Court have been put into effect.258 

 
208. The Court further explained that the right to life must be interpreted broadly to include 
the right to access the conditions that guarantee a dignified existence.259  Along these lines, the 
Commission also has determined state responsibility for acts and omissions detrimental to 
indigenous peoples‟ “ethnic identity and against development of their traditions, their 
language, their economies, and their culture.”260  It characterized these as “human rights also 
essential to the right to life of peoples.”261  Likewise, the Commission has found that the right 
to life of indigenous and tribal peoples is seriously compromised by conditions that make it 
difficult to resist the encroachments of colonists and others who occupy their lands and 
territories.262  This is consistent with the Commission‟s decision in the Yanomami Case where 
it found that due to Brazil‟s failure to take “timely measures” to protect the Yanomami from 
widespread incursions into their lands that violations of, inter alia, the right to life and the 
right to preservation of health and well-being had occurred.263 
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209. In March 2009, in the Matter of Pueblo Indígena de Kankuamo, the Court reiterated 
its prior orders that Colombia adopt provisional measures “to preserve the life, personal 
integrity and personal liberty of all members of the Kankuamo indigenous community;” to 
guarantee their right to freedom of movement, including for those persons who were forced to 
flee to other areas, “so that they may return to their homes if they so desire;” and that it 
permits the indigenous peoples‟ participation in the planning and implementation of these 
provisional measures.264  Similar orders were adopted by the Court, at the Commission‟s 
request, in the Matter of the Pueblo Indígena Sarayaku in 2005. 265 
 
210. In sum, the situation of the Maho community is so urgent and severe that immediate 
international attention is required and, in particular, warrants the adoption of precautionary 
measures so as to protect the community from additional irreparable harm.  This harm is 
ongoing and continuous and is directly attributable to Suriname‟s by virtue of its acts and 
omissions.  The petitioners entreat the Commission to adopt these measures at the earliest 
possible opportunity.  They further urge the Commission to seek provisional measures orders 
from the Court should Suriname fail to comply with any precautionary measures that it may 
choose to adopt. 
 
 
X. CONCLUSION AND REQUESTED RELIEF 
 
211. The facts presented and proven herein demonstrate that the Maho indigenous 
community has been continuously seeking recognition and protection of its property rights in 
and to its traditional lands for decades.  Suriname has not only been unresponsive to the 
victims‟ efforts, it has actively frustrated them.  The victims have sought to resolve the 
violations of their rights through dialogue and sincere attempts to reach an amicable 
settlement, all of which have either been ignored or became redundant after preliminary 
discussions due to the failure of the State to uphold their rights.  Judicial or other effective 
remedies are unavailable as a matter of law and fact.   
 
212. Such a long-standing absence of effective remedies is typically considered by the Court 
as a source of suffering and anguish for victims of human rights violations.266  
 
213. Throughout the period in which the victims sought and were denied recognition of 
their property rights, Suriname actively disregarded these rights by de facto expropriating 
their lands in favour of third parties, such as Stichting Mohsiro, and by allowing uncontrolled 
resource extraction in Maho‟s traditional lands.  It has wholesale failed to protect the victims 
from acts of intimidation and violence and the widespread and repeated destruction of the 
community‟s means of subsistence.  Police officers and other State agents have actively 
colluded in these open and notorious violations of the victims‟ rights and themselves 
threatened, harassed, insulted, and assaulted members of the community. 
 
214. These activities have caused the victims an immense amount of pain and anguish, 
threatened their identity, undermined the values that they hold most dear, and caused severe 
pecuniary and non-pecuniary alterations to their living conditions.267  To be sure, the State‟s 
acts and omissions have had a severe, negative and profound impact on the community‟s 
physical and cultural integrity and the dignity of its members.  It is worth recalling in this 
respect that the Court observed in Yakye Axa that the failure to recognize and respect 
indigenous peoples‟ fundamental and all encompassing relationships to their traditional lands 
and territories constitutes an actionable denigration of their basic cultural and spiritual values 
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and threatens irreparable harm to their physical and cultural integrity.268  These threats have 
been realized in the instant case and the community‟s very survival as a distinct cultural and 
physical entity is at stake.   
 
215. The victims are acutely aware of the effects of and threats posed by Suriname‟s 
extended failure to recognize and effectively secure their rights and this is a source of 
enormous anxiety and pain at both a collective and individual level.  This prolonged 
denigration of their basic values, and the deep anxiety and insecurity experienced over many 
years, has caused significant harm to their moral and mental integrity and their right to life 
with dignity.   
 
216. In the Plan de Sanchez Massacre Case, the Court observed that the indigenous people 
in question possess traditional authorities and distinct forms of self-government centred on 
the principles of collective agreement and mutual respect, and that harmony with their 
environment is expressed through the spiritual relationship with the land, their management 
of resources, and their profound respect for nature.  However, their traditional authorities, 
customary resource management systems and communal decision making processes were 
severely undermined due to the state‟s acts and omissions, all of which the Court determined 
to be relevant when finding that immaterial damage had occurred and required repair.269   
 
217. The same conclusion can also be drawn in the case at hand, given the relationship 
between the Maho indigenous community‟s cultural integrity, their traditional authority and 
control over land and resources, and the denigration and denial of this authority due to 
Suriname‟s acts and omissions.       
 
218. The Maho indigenous community and its members have suffered a prolonged assault 
on their physical, psychological, moral and cultural integrity due to Suriname‟s acts and 
omissions that violate their rights to their sacred and ancestral lands.  They have been told 
repeatedly that their lands belong to the State and their efforts to seek an amicable settlement 
in relation to recognition of their rights have been ignored or rebuffed.  In short, they have 
endured decades during which their rights have been violated with impunity, and decades of 
immense pain and frustration, rising to the level of violating their rights to life with dignity as 
well as their right to respect for their moral and mental integrity.   
 
219. The preceding demonstrates that Suriname has violated the rights of the Maho 
indigenous community as guaranteed by Articles 3, 4(1), 5(1), 13, 21 and 25 of the American 
Convention, all in conjunction with Articles 1 and 2 of the same.  Suriname is internationally 
responsible and liable for these violations.   
 
220. Consequently, the petitioners respectfully request the Commission‟s assistance to 
reverse the acts and omissions of Suriname that violate the rights of the Maho indigenous 
community and to ensure that these rights are recognized, secured and respected in the future.  
Specifically, and failing the conclusion of a friendly settlement agreement in this case, the 
petitioners respectfully request that the Commission: 
 

a) adopts the precautionary measures requested in Section IX above irrespective of any 
potential friendly settlement proceedings; 

b) declares the case admissible at the earliest possible opportunity; 
c) prepares a report detailing the facts of this case and all applicable law, and holding that 

Suriname is in violation of its international obligations with regard to the rights of the 
Maho indigenous community and; 

d) recommends appropriate measures to remedy the proven violations. 
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XI. FRIENDLY SETTLEMENT  
 
221. The petitioners are willing to engage the services of the Commission to initiate friendly 
settlement proceedings as provided for by article 48(f) of the American Convention and Article 
41 of the Commission‟s Rules.  Their willingness to do so is conditioned on the adoption, 
within a reasonable period of time, of mutually acceptable terms of reference for friendly 
settlement negotiations.  Should said terms of reference be adopted, the petitioners request 
that the Commission place itself at the disposal of the parties to mediate such a friendly 
settlement. 
 
 
XII. SIGNATURE 
 
 
222. Signed on this the 8th day of December 2009, 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________  ___________________________ 
 
Cornelis Johannes Toenaé    Louise Martina Toenaé - Moesjoekoere 
Maho      Maho 
 
________________________  ___________________________ 
 
Astrid Ingrid Toenaé    Candy Grano Toenaé 
Maho      Maho 
 
 
_________________________  ___________________________ 
Loreen Jubitana 
Director, 
VIDS Bureau 
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XIII. ANNEXES 
 
 
A.    Administrative Orders and Official Letters 

B.   Petitions submitted pursuant to Article 22 of the 1987 Constitution and Formal complaints 

submitted by the victims 

C.    Maps 

D.    Newspaper Articles 

E.    Statements by Community Members 

F.    Others 

 


